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Chapter 1

Background of the Study

The Personalized System of Instruction- (PSI) is a-seli-paced; masterY-
oriented system that emphasizes the use of printed instructional materials,
immediate- feedbadk, And peer proctors,- Lectures generally are reserved for
.motivational use. TII has proven to be an exceptionally successful approach
to instructing collegestudenti; such claises have been conducted in hundreds.
of settings, in doiens of content areaa, and in more than 30 countries; reports
of program outcomes generally have indicated an unusually -high level of program
effectiveness: However, only-minimal research has been done on the effectiveness
of PSI on adults-in settings other than colleges and ,universitiea.

The Hese-arch:Triangle Institute ,(HTI)-r-under-a-conttact-wittr-theiNattaral
Institute of Education (NIE), has developed and iMplemented a PSI program-for
nontraditionalAdult_leathers.4 This research, involved a reviews Sof PI .as it
has-been developed for students in traditional academic environments, adaptation
of PSI to the needs, of a°selected group' of nontraditional adult students, and
an .evaluation of that adaptation. The methodology and findings of this research
are described in 'three volumes: Volume is an executive summary; Volume II
reviews particularly pertinent literature and current practices in both PSI
and adult education; and this volume describes thedeveloPment, implementation,
and results of the PSI program.

Given the limited level of effOrt devoted to the study-, no conclusive
findingi tegaidihk-tEi-iffi:alveness' of ,PSI for nontraditional adults were
attempted; rather, the objective of the study was to answer the question:
"Is:further investigation of the use of PSI for nontraditional adUit learners
likely to be worthwhile?" A secondary objective was to- identify potentially
fruitful'areas for kurthek investigation, The initial steps.in the current
research were, as noted Above: (a) to -review the literature and practice of
PBI-with-particular attention to implications for the use of PSI with nontra-
ditional adult learners; (b) to review literature on adult learhing with
emphasis on describing student characteristics and on identifying populations
likely toallow.a fruitful adaptation of PSI; and (c) to draw some conclusions
regarding .major factors that should be-considered when.developing and implementing
a PSI program for nontraditional adult learners. The result of these activities
are documented'in Volume II.

,

this, yolume discusses the deYelopment, implementation, and evaluation
activities carried out to meet the study objective; that is, it describes the
.PSI program for nontraditionalidUlf-learners that was developed, implemented,
and,ealuited for the.purpose.of making recommendations as to the 'need for and
nature of further related esearch. Chapter 2 describes the proposed program"
setting, Chapter 3 describes the-developmental activities and final products
of the developed PSI program, Chapter 4 details the ptoposed research design,
Chapter 5 describes the- settings actually used in conducting the research,
Chapter" 6 provides details of the program implementation, Chapter 7 presents

1 For purposes of thin report "nontraditional adult learner" is defined as
an adult who is studying; usually part time, it other than the traditional
(e.g., college or university) acadethic setting..



the program results, and Chapter 8 tlesents some conclusions and suggested
deiielopient and implemehtation guidelines. -
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Chapter-2-
0

The Proposed Program Setting

. .

Two specific gubpof3ulationa of adult learners, adult basic education
--OBEY students, and prison inmates, weredescribed,in Volume II, Chapter 3.
Both of these groups appeared to/be suitable for implementation of a PSI
program and'both'subpopulations appeared to have particularly acute and lapely
unmet educational needs. Furthermore, the educational needs of most of the
prison inmates appeared to be similar to the needs ofemoninstitutionalized,ABE
'tudents; that is the two groups shared a needjor instruction in basic
.abjects such as reading and` mathematics. Because of the apparent magnitude
of the needs of these groups, a decision was made to develop, implement, and

4 evaluate a PSI/ABE program. 'Since a s ecific within-st te, public, continuing
education institution (hereinafter referred to as.the cooperating institution)
currently operated an ABE program and was willing to, support the proposed
research, a decision was made to work with that institution.

This chapter presents a brief description of the proposed program settings
'to (0)outline the basic dassrooM and' institution- that guided
the development "of the instructional program,.and .(b) provide a badkgrbund for
the ditchssion in Chiptei 5 -of the actual program settings which differed in
severalimPortant aspects from the proposed settings detciibed below.

-Early.developmental'aCtivities were intended to determine (a) the specific
classes to be used, (b) the characteristics and educational-needs of the
students in those classes, and (c) the nature and extent of assistance to be
provided by the teachers and administrativepersonnel responsible for the
then-current program. These early activities included narrowing the range of
possible classes and curricula to fit the icolie hf the planned research.
Early meetings with personnel from the cooperating institution indicated, that
they operated ten-of ongoing ABE daises. Thete were described generally as:
(a) four clattes of 10-15 students each which met at off-campus-housing authority
sites; (b) three clastes of 10-15 students each which, met at community school
sites; (c) one class made up.of 10-15 inmates in a prison.setting; and (d) two
on- campus classesof 10-15 students each.

These ciatses supposedly met at least twice each seek for two-to-three
hoUr sessions. The students were stated to be over the age of 18 and to
function at between the fourth. and eighth grade level in basic areas such as
reading, mathematics, and oral and written-communication. The students were
predominantly black and approXimately 90 percent were females (except in the
prison.setting' where all' students were males). The ages of the students
ranged from'about 18 to 65 with about half in the.30 to 50 age range. Student
'attendance in these classes was stated to be quite regular, and recruitment of
new students was stated to-be_primarily a matter of finding resources to
handle the backlog of students who wished to enter the program:,

Following visits to two of these classes, one on- campus class and one
housing authority site, a decision was made to use three settings for the PSI
impleineniatia: These settings were: (a) the morning on-campus class; (b) one
daytime housing authority class; and. (c) the prison dlass. In addition, a
decision was made to'use the on-campus night class and one of the remaining

iw
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t.ousing-authorityclassesas-tomparigon_grbups. The teachers of alliof these.
classes (except for the teacher of the prison class, who was on an extended
vacation.at the. time) were Imter9iewesi. The teachers noted.the difficulties
they.mere encountering in teaching 'students with widely-differing levels of
academic achievement and motivation. The-typical apftoach was'to ,teacii the

..
. same thing to the entire class at the same time., The teachers werienthusiastic',

about the possibilities of individualized instruction and self - Facing, and °' '

were eager to participate in the program. -

.4

.- . - .- .

The rationale for tire above choiceor-classes was that thcese ct dices
would provide the maximum number of PSI students that could\be handled with

czthe available study resources and also would provide the widest range of
classroom characteristics.' The rationale. for using three settings' rather than .

Concentrating on a single setting is presented in Chapter 4. Since...all of the
off-campus classes with the exception of the prison classtgupposedly were
quite similar, only one of these was selected; a day class was selected for
the-convenience of the researchers. The two on- campus classes supfosedly
attracted somewhat more Advanced students and students who were free to travel
some distance to the dampug. Again, the day class was selected for the conveni-
ence of the researchers. The prison setting was selected because of the.

1

obvious basic differences between it and the other-settings:
,

..

.

, .

- Based on agreements, with the cooperating institution's administrative
personnel,` other expectations from the coopeiating institution were: (a) avail-
ability of teachers and knowledgeable administrative personnel to review and
provide inputs into the selection/deulopment of instructional materials, and
the development of-the-instructional system; (b) availability of teachers fon
training and for transfer -of information during. the program implementation;
(c) support staff.to administer tests and self-concept scales; and (d) reasoriable
communications between the administrative staff. teachers, and the researchers.

,.
o
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Chapter 3
.

Development of the PSI Program

O

..;
1

This chapter describes the' developmental methodology, the rationale for
the ytrious deimlopmental decisions, and the resultant instructional system
and materia Section A provides an overview of the instructional system by

,6..._

noting the planned sequence of events and the intended- use of the various
selected or developed Materials. Sectian B provides details of the developT.
mentalactivities, descriptions of the-discrete products selected or developed
for implementing the PSI program, and the rationale for the various develop-

,.mental decisions. c .

A. Overyiew of the Planned_Instrattional_System, .-

.7. ?

. The planned instructional system was intended to follow the seauence of
events outlined.as follows: . .

+.
, . a . ,- i...

_ - . -
..... .

e (1). Provide training-to classroom'managers.- Training for cl5saroom
managers was intended CO be 'a follow -up of earlier planned developmental
meetings in which theociassroom managers and other appropriate cdOperating
'institution perionnel would have played active roles in developinithe detaili
of the PSI program: Training was intended to bforavided in /two or more
four -flour sessions prior to the beginning of the7PSI implementation. The
primary purpose of the Idanneetraining sessions was to elaborate on the0

classroom- manager's' described
in the balance of this section. (Since the teacher assigned to each PSI class
Was idtended to be the classroom manager, the terms "teacher" and "classroom
manager" often arePused interchangeably in this.report.)

c

(2) Provide instructions to'proctors. 'Since the nse of.internal proctors
wanjplanned-(i.e., any student who'had-demonstrated mistery,of a particular
unit. would to,serve.as proctor for'that unit), mo formal training
sessions were anticipated. Instead, Printed instructions describing the
pro6tori's role were tobe provided to the proctors as needed.

(3) Administer lacementfassessment instruments. The,initia). planned
. activity-, other than routine enrollment activities, was to be. the adMinistra-

Lion of an achievement test and.a self-concept scale. The purpose-of the
achievement teat administration was to ensure that each.student.had the basic
knowledge required to enter the PSI program-(e.g:,-could read, write, and
compute at -at Teast-the- fourth grade leVel) and th provide pretest data. for
use in measuring achievement gains. The initial self concept scale adrainis .

tration was intended to provide beginnin4-of-treatment data for use in measuring
'changes la self- concept. Both the achievement test andthe self -concept :sc4e--
were to.* lie _administered by the %classroom manager (teaCher) to all students
enrolling in the three neleCied PSI classes and in the two'selected comparison_
tlassiS' during the first 'four weeks of ehe intended six -month implementatioh
period. Theachievement test, only, was to be administered to all additional
students at the%time of enrollment. in any of tie five classes at any time
during-the-implementation period.

irk
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(4) Introduce students to PSI. Those students who appeared, based on
achievement test scores, to have both the necessary language knowledge and
necessary computation knowledge-were-intended-to beplaced in both the language
and Mathematics portion& of).the PSI program. Any students who met the entry-
requirements for language but not for mathematics were intended to be placed
'in the PSI langnageprogramnalr. All students who entered the PSI program
were intended to begin the program by studying,' and mastering, a lesson entitled,
"What is PSI?" This lesson was intended td provide the 'students with basic
information regarding the program.

(5) Provide instruction. All students who were eligible for the PSI
program were to be provided with the first unit (lesson) in either the language
or the mathematics Series. Assuming a student was eligible for both language
and mathematics, he/she was to be encouraged to work through..both_sets_of._

---lessons -at about the same rate. However, the final decision as to whiCh set
of lessons to study was to be left with the student. For example, if a student
were to choose to study only mathematics, he/she was to be permitted to do so.

Both the language series and the mathematics series were to be hierarchical
in nature; that is,' mastery of one unit would ensure that a student had the
prerequisite knowledge to begin the succeeding unit. Thus, when a4student
mastered one unit, he/she wouldlpe eligible to study the next unit in the
series'. While the'units were to be self-instruttional, any student needing
assistance was totie able to obtain help from a proctor. Any'students who
were not eligible for the PSI program were to be provided with tutorial services

^, by, the classroom manager. The nature of this instruction was to be left to
' the discretionof the classroom manager.

The role of the classroom manager in the PSI instructional process was
intended to be one of (a) acting as proctor when no other proctor was available, ,

or if the proctor was nnable,to provide the required assistance, (b) maintaining
records .of student activities, prOgress, and problems, (c) observing and
documenting student-proctor interactions, (d) ensuring the appropriate distri-
bution of instructional materials, (e) requesting assistance from the researchers
if any instructional materials appeared to be inadequate or inappropriate, and
(f) documenting an deviations from the planned program.

(6) Provide for demonstratioi of mastery,
Students were to demonstrate mastety, of each unit by successfully
completing a mastery demonstration instrument which ensured that the objectives
of the,unit were met. Each mastery, demonstration instrument was to be identical
in format and general content to a practice mastery demonstration,included at

-the,end of each instructional unit. Thus, expectations were that once the
student worked his/her way through a unit and successfully completed the
self-scoring practice mastery demonstration, he/she could be reasonably certain
of 'success in completing the formal mastery demonstration instrument. The
mastery demonstration instruments were to 'be administered and scored by a
proctor. If a student demonstrated mastery, he/she would be permitted to
proceed to the next unit; if mastery was not demonstrated, the student would
be required to restudy the unit before again attempting to demonstrate mastery.

The classroom manager's role in the mastery demonstration process was to
be one of (a) acting as proctor when no other proctor was available, (b) pro-
viding first-time proctors'wfth pri.nted instructions regarding the proctor

3.2
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role, and clarifying these instructions as required, (c) ensuring the proper
distribution of mastery demonstration materials, (d) maintaining -mastery
demonstration records, (e) resolving any conflicts between proctors and students
as to whether or not mastery was demonstrated, and (f) documenting any deviations
from the planned program. The proctor's 'rolt was to include (a) obtaining the
appropriate mastery demonstration instrument from the classroom manager,
(b) ensuring that the student followed the established guidelines when completing
the mastery-demongtf-itioh-ingtradent, scoring the instrument, (d) discussing
any area of indicated difficulty with the student, (e) returning the mastery
demonstration materials to the classroom manager, and (i) providing students
who demonstrated-mastery with the instructional material for the next unit.

(7) Provide motivational activities ". To fulfill the "motivational
lecture° requirement of the PSI, the presentation of motivational films was i
planned. 'These presentations were to be followed by group discussions led
primarily by the classroom manager.

/

(8) Administer end-of-treatment assessment instruments. Ate the end of
the six -month implementation period, the self-concept scale and the alternate
form of the achievement test again would be administered. to all students in
the three PSIslasses and the two comparison classeS. 0

B. Details of the Developmental Activities and. Products

This section provides details of the developmental activities, descrip.r,
tions of the discrete products selected or developed for implementing the PSI
program outlined abOxe, and the rationale for the vi.rious deVelopmental decisions

. Placement/Assessment Instrumentation
_ . .

Anv achievement test fo
a self -conce scale for .use ins,
is a descriptioselected
use ot the instruments, and the
instruments.

r use in student placement and assessment and
student assessment were selected. Following
instruments,,. - &brief discussion of the intended
rationale for the selection'of the specific

s4..,
0

a. Achievement Test Selection

As initiaIly'conceived, achievement testing of all students_was
required, (1) to ensure .that--Istudenis--hidthe-Inowledge necesSa'fy for entry

---intoth-ePSI, program, (25i-tiet'-each student at the appropriate point
within-the program, and (3), -to,-proVide,a measure of achievement gains resulting
from participation in the program. These requirements 'could be met by adminis
tering one, or more test.- Meeting the first requirement, that of ensuring
that students had the knowledg0',neCessary for entry into the PSI program,
-appeared to be a'relatively simple task. A brief reading comprehension test
and a few, simple addkcPtnnproblems would' have sufficed.

,P I
Meeting the second requirement, that of placing each student at the

appropriate point within the program, presented-much More ofa problem. What
appeared to be required was a criterion-referenced test for determining which,
if any, of the program objectives a student could already meet, thus exempting
the student from the lessons intended to teach those objectives. Two possible
approaches to criterion-referenced testing appeared possible. First, a single

3.3
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test (or two tests, one in language and one in mathematics) could be adminis-
tered to determine initially where a student should be placed in the program.
The primary advantage of such an approach was the one-time testing. The
primary disadvantages were that no such test was aVailable for any of the
instructional Teckages under consideration, the excessive length of the test
if the test was to have sufficient precision to provide reasonable assurance
of accurate student placement, and the possibly demotivating effect on students
of being tested -on at leSit some Mitering Whielithek'hid-had'ho Opportunity
to master. An alternative approach would have been a brief criterionrreferenced
test at thebeginning of.ach unit of instruction. One of the instructional
packages under consideration already included such -pretests (however, as

discussed in the next section, plans had been made to use those pretests as
practice posttests). Other than the fact that the-pretests would have had to
be develoTed, another major objection to such an-approach was the extraordinary
amount of paperwork likely to be required for more advanced students. For
example,-if the appropriate entry point of a student was at Lesson 25 of a
30-lesson series, the initial activity for the student would be the taking of
25 criterion-referenced-tests.

Another consideration in using criterion-referenced tests for placement
purposes is-the appropriateness of the program objectives and the relationship
between the instructional materials and these program objective's. For example,
if the goal of an instructional program. is to increase the reading level.of
students fiom the fourthgrade level to the eighth grade level,,wliat,;,,should
the objectivel:be. for each of the program lessons? How essential any one
of those objectives? .The answer likely is that, as a practical matter, any
number ofObjectiVes could be equally effective in meeting the program goal.
In:addition, the conditions what the Student is given; or not given, to
assist in meeting the Objectives) and standards (i.e., the degree to which the
objectives must be met) set for the objectives, and the instructional approach
taken to meet the objectives like* are as critical as the -nature of the
action required to demonstrate -that the objectives have been met. For example,
one objective of a language lesson might be that a student be..,able to spell
correctly 100 specified words. One instructionarapproachiaight-bethat the

istudent study one of the specified words and then immediately be tested to gee_
if he/she can spell that word. If so, the student would proceed-to-the next
word. Another approach might be that the 100 words are studied and that the
student be-tested one year later to-see if-he/she can correctly spell all of
-the-words, There-ii-a-vast-degkee-of-difference-between-..che-two -approaches.
Fof the latter approach,-a certain amount of. "overlearning" of individual
words is required. A student must learn a specific word.go well that he/she
Is not confused when anothereimilar word is learned. Also, the student must
learm the wordsso well that one year of interveningactivities does not
distract'him/her,..1roM correctly: spelling- the words., Also, -Ole instructional
approach-taken to meet a specific objectiVe may involve activities that result
in the students ability to-meet other unintended or unspecified-objectives.

One conclusion that can be drawn from the above considerations is that
ieven if a student is able to meet a specific learning objective, without

studying the instruction intended to teach the objective, the instructional
materials may be helpful in reinforcing what already is known and in assisting
the student in meeting other unintended or unspecified (but nevertheless
desirable) objectives. For this reason, and because of the disadvantages
listed above of using criterion-referenced placement tests, a decision was

"3.4
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made not to use a test for,placement purposes but, rather, to have all students
start at the beginning of the PSI program. Such an approach was expected to
provide the positive benefits of (1) providing an exce4ent,review for more
advanced students, (2) providing positive reinforcement from the successes
enjoyed in easily completing the early .lessons, and (3)* 4ssuring that students
who -would be serving as proctors had a thorough knowledge of the content of

pthe units on which they would be providing assistance. I

The final requirement for an achievement test, as doted above, was to
provide a measure of achievement gains resulting from participation in the PSI
program.' Initially, the idea had been to use the number of units mastered for
such a measure. --The criterion-referenced tests used to detetmihe mastery' of
each instructional-unit (see subsection 4) would-p-rOVicip a-(measure of achieve-
ment gains 1.f one could assume that mastery of the abibetives was a result of
.participation in the instructional :program. However, as discussed above, a
decision had been made tb provide/ill students with all of the instruction
regardless of whether or not they already could meet certain of the instruc-
tional objectiVes. 'Therefore, using the number of units mastered as the.Major
measure of achievement. gains had some obvious disadvantages, and additional
testing appeared to be required.

Another consideration was the desire to compare gains in the PSI classes
with gains in two non-PSI classes. While the goals of the comparison, classes
were identical to those of the PSI classes, and the instructional, objectives
could be assumed to be closely Telated, no formal list of objectives was
available for the comparison classes. Even if objectives had been available,
there was a reasonable certainty that these.objectives would differ somewhat
from those-of the PSI classes and, thus, minimize the usefulness of comparisons
of any criterion-referenced test data. ti

Based upon the. above considerations, a decision was made to select a
standardized norm-referenced test for pre- and post-treatment administration
to the PSI classes and comparison classes. By establishing a cut-off score,
this test also would' satisfy the requireMent for a means ofehidring that
students had the prerequisite knowledge for entry into the PSI ?rogram. Thus,
the single test alone could be used to meet several of the program requirements.

While a number of reasonably appropriate achievement tests were considered,
the-Adult-Basic Learning -Examination- (ABLE)- -was chosen; partly because it was
the test currently utilized by the ABE staff at the cooperating institution
but primarily, because of its wide use with students from the target population.
The ABLE (Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich; Inc.) is a battery of tests designed to
measure the level of educational achievement among adults. ABLE was developed
to fill the need for an instrument to determine the general educational level
of adults who have not completed formal eighfh-grade education, as well as for
use in, evaluating a. number, of_ ,efforts to raise the educational level of these
adults. The examination was developed in consultation with a variety of
people working with the many facets of adult education and was designed to
provide the following:

° Content which is adult oriented.



:

o Measurement of achievement as low _as first grade.

Format which does not appear childishand is easy to follow.

o Coverage of only the fundamental areas; efficiency in use 9f time.

O -Simplicity of administration for teachers with relatively limited
.,. experience in testing.

.
J.

Inorder to cover as much as eight years of school achievement, development
of tWo batteries was necessary: Level I (Grades.1-4); and Level II (Grades S -8).
At. each. level, ABLE includes vocabulary, reading, spelling', and arithmetic
tests. .

The grade designation of the two levels refers to the. achievement levels
Which the tests over most reliably. At each level, there are two forms
available, Forat.A and Form B, which are comparable in content and difficulty.
The two forms are for use when reevaluation or periodic testing is desired.

All tests- are essentially without time limit's. On non-dictated tests,
the- examiner is directed to allow all, students' ample time to attemprall
questions which they are capable,of answering correctly. Thus, the ABLE is in
allliespects a, power test.

Level I of the battery appeared to be more appropriate than.Level II for
use as a piagement device. While either level could be used to estimate
whether or not'a student functioned at the fourth grade level (the entry level
for the PSI program) in language and- mathematics, the Level likely would
have required slightly less- administration time and, since it is an easier
test, likely,Woulave been less demotiVating to-the students. However, the
Level I is noe partiCularlY:reliable at the fifth and sixth grade levels and
does not cover the seventh and eighth srade levels at all. Therefore, since
the test was to be used 'primarily as, a pre- and post-treatment assessment
instrument for, students., upposedly functioning at'thefourth to eighth grade

-
levels, the LeVel II was selected. .0

- -

Because of the length of time required to complete. the battery (approxi-
mately 135 mintues), and because the vocabulary and spelling tests must be
dictated (thus complicating administration to students who enrolled after the
initial- meeting), those tests were not intended-to-be-used. The--items in the
remaining_ tests (in reading, Computation, and problem solving).Were_reviewed
and found to bear a reasonable relationship to the PSI objectives and instruc-.
tional-materials And, thus,-Were selected as the achievement test for usin
the-program.

Self-IConcept Scale Selection

After considering a number of self-concept scales, the Tennessee
"Self-ConceptScale was selected for u''Se.2 The _primary reasons for this
selection were thatithe scale appeared more suitable for use by adults than

2 The Tennessee Self-Condept Scale is published by Counselor Recordings and
.Tests, Box 6184, Ackien Station, Nashville, Tennessee' 37212.
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did' the other reviewed scales and thescale was almost unanimously recommended
by the onjoing ABA, programs contacted by. the researchers.

The-Tennessee,Seg-Concept Scale consists of 100 self-desCriptive statements
which the, subjects use to portray.theirown pictures of themselves. The Scale
is self -aisteringlor either individuals or groups ,having at least a sixth

r. . 4
ggrade read , level and *can -be-used with subjects age 12 or 'higher. It also.

is applicable to the whole;range of psychological adjustMint Irom-healthy;
well-adjusted Teople to pSychotic patients.,'Scoring can be accomplished
either by hand,or by machine through the testipubliSher, Most subjects
complete the Scale 'in 10 to 201 minutes (mean time about 13 minutes): Hand
scoring requires about 6 or 7 minutes.

While a, number of scores may be obtained from the scale the two most
important scores are the Self Criticism Score and the,Tptal P Score. The Self
Criticism Score is composed of 10 items._ 'These are all mildly derogatory
statements that most people admit.as being true for them: Individuals who
deny most of these statements most often are. being defensive and making a
deliberate effort to present a favorable picture of themselve. High scores
generally indicate a normal, 'healthy openneSs and'capacity for self- criticism.
Extremely high scores (above the 99th percentile) indicate that the individual
may be lacking in defenses and may in fact be pathologiCally undefended. Low
scores indicate defensiveness, and suggest that the Positive Scores are probably
artificially elevated by this defeniiveness. The Total P 'Score is the most 1
important single score. It reflects the overall level of self esteem. Persons
with high scores tend to like themselVes; feel that they are perSons of yalue
and worth; have confidence in themselves, and act accordingly. People with
low-idores are doubtful -about their -own worth; see themselves as undesirable;,,
ofteh feel anxious, depressed, and unhappy; and have little faith or confidenCe
in themselves. If the'Self Criticism Score is low, high -P Scores become
suspect and are probably the result of defensive distortion. _Extremely high
scores (generally above the 99th percentile) are deviant and ate usually found
only in such disturbed people-as paranoid schizophrenics who as a group show
many extreme scores, both high and low.

Since the contacted users of the scale indicated that ABE students generally
-had some difficulty reading the items on the scale, a decision was made to
have the classroom manager read the items to the,students. Also, since time
in class already was at a premium and since changes in self-concept are less
likely to occur over short time periods, a decision-was made to administer the
scale only at the beginning and end of the six month implementation-period.
This decision meant, of course, that new students entering the program after,
the first few weeks of implementation would not be .tested:-

Steps we're taken to Overcome several anticipated difficulties with adminis-
tering the scale. First the test administrators were to be cautioned that
students.could become' confused regarding the person referred to in the items
In -the-scale, Since. the. itiMa_are written, using the _first person and the
classroom manager would be reading the items, the students needed to be Eau-
tioned that an item such as "I am neither too fat nor too 'thin" referred' to
the student,and not to the classroom manager who was reading the items. Also,
both the answer sheets and scale manuals were revised to simplify the numbering
of the items. The first five items in the published scale, for example, are
Items 1, 3,, 5, 19, and 21, in that sequence. Item 1 is the first item on the
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third row -of the lanswer sheet, Item 3 is the third item on the third_ row,'
Item 19 is the seventh item in the third row. While this arrangement simplifies
,hand scoring, it greatly complicates the administration of the scale. To
simplify administration, the items in the scale manuals were renumbered from 1
to 100 and new matching answer sheets were prepared (see Appendix A).*.The
necessary translations then were prepared to permit hand scoring of the reordered
scale.

_
2. student Introduction to PSI

A self-instructional unit was prepared to introduce the students to
PSI. This unit was intended to be motivational, in that it would provide the
students with an early example of mastery learning; and instructional, in that
it would provide the students .pith simple guidelines for moving through the
instructional program. The general format of the unit:was patterned after the
format of the language and mathematics units. A ,copy of the unit is included
as Appendix B.

3. Instructional Materials

Since the cooperating institution's current ABE program was not
self-pAced or selflidstructional, one of the major developmental activities,
was the selection/adaptation/development of instructional materials. One of
the_major early considerations had to do 'with the scope of the proposed PSI
program. Because of limited time and resources, providing PSI instruction in
only one'basic skills area ,(e.g., mathematics) was given serious, consideration.
However, because of the interrelationships between the various basic skill
areas, the cooperating institution's responsibility to provide instruction in
both language and mathematics, and the practical problems involved in attempting
to organize a group of students to use PSI pait of the time and a conventional
classroom approach the remainder of the time, a decision was made 'that the PSI
program must provide both language and mathematics instruction.

A preliminary review of commercially available basic edUcation material
emphasized the large quantity and di'verse characteristics of such materials.
The limited research resources clearly precluded a review of more than a small
proportion of potentially suitable materials. The review, thus, Was limited
to, materials suggested by the -several contacted current research' program
personnel',, materials recommended by local providers of ABE instruction,'and-
materials. available in local libraries and resource centers. The reviewed
materials were evaluated based on the extent to which the materials:

Were suitable--for students whose achievement levels were. _between the
fourth and eighth grade levels.

Were suitable for use by adults.

Were self-instructional in-nature.-

Were sufficiently comprehensive to serve as at least the major
source of information in the subject area covered.
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Provided a reasonable balance between drill and practical application.

Weie packaged in lessons of reasonable length (i.e., lessons that
would reqiire the typical student from "one -six hours to complete).

t.
Included appropriate instructional objectivei.

.Ihcludedinastery:_tests-

°- Were readily available and priced,within the research budget.

A portion of the Bteck-Vaughn Adult Reading Program3 was selected-as the-
basis for the language instruction, based on its meeting most of the above-

listed .requirements and nn the face that. many of the cooperating institution's \N
ABE teachers already used the program. A,partionof the Individualized Mathe-
matics Program4 was selected for the mathematics instruction, based on its
meeting all ofthe above objectives. Following is a general description' of
revisions and additions that were made and of the resultant language-materials
and mathematics materials..

However, beEore providing details of the developmental- procedure and.
products, a brief discussion of some of the developmental guidelines. appears
to-be in order. These guidelines relate to the distribution strategy planned
.for the-instructional "materials and the degree to which-the instructional
packages include. instructions -for their use-.

Regarding diStribution strategies, developmental guidelines were based on
a choice made between two general material distribution approaches. One
possible approach would have been to provide the: nstruction in one package
and a workbook for actual use in answering questions or solving problems in
another package or series of packages. Another approach would haVe been to
provide a series of.packages,'each of which included integrated instruction
and related workbook problems. --

With the first approach, each instructional materials.package,could have
included. large portions of, or even all of, the instructionallhaterials for a
particular instructional program. The students may have been intended to use
the package as an information, source and intended to carry out any related
activities, such as answering questions or solving problems, in a separate
workbook package or on note paper. The instructional package then would be
retiYrned to the classroom manager who would issue it to a new student. This
approach has several advantages and several disadvantages. The approach is
efficient --quantity--of-requi-red-materials 4s_reduced.__Since. the
materials may' -be -a-number-of-students-over timei_the_number_of_required
_copies is held-to a minimum. Also, the distribution of materials is simplified;
since fewer packages are required, less effort is needed ta ensure that each
student has the appropriate materials. The major disadvantages bf such
approach are that students must master several unintended objectives in order
to meet the intended one. Learning to transfer problems from the instructional

3 Steck-Vaughn Company Publishers, P.O. Box 2028, Austin, Texas 78768.

4 EdITS Publishers, P.O. Box 7234,-San Diego, California 92107.

t. ;
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package to a motkibeet, or learning to relate responses in one package to
instruction in another package are several such unintended objectives. The
strong possibility exists that meeting such objectives can distract from
meeting the intended objectives, and that the cost in learners' time and
energy will be quite high,when compared to the'rather doubtful value of meeting
such unintended Objectives. Anotheridisadvantage is that,_even though asked
not, to do so, students often mark in such instructional packages. For example,
students often circle correct answers, work mathematics problems, or write
down correct responses to questions in the instructional package,. This severely
limits the value of the material as,a self-instyuctional package for .subsequent
users.-

'The,alternate apprOach would be to provide each itudent with a small
package of materials whiCh would become the property of the studentand not
only wbulefjorovide the instruction but also would serve as- .a- for
answering qdestions and Solving'probiemi. Such an approach has several advan-
tages and disadvantages. A number of advantages are apparent. The student is
provided with only-the materials with which he/she is working.. 'This can be
motivational in that there is an end in-sight: when the student completes
this lesson, he/she moves on to something new. Also, since the materials
belong to the student, the materials are available if required for reference
or review. The instructional package also is a workbook -that includes the
student's responses: thus, areas in which the.student is weak are readily
available for review. The disadvantages of such an approach are that a rela
tively large quantity of materials are required-and 'that the proper. distribu-,
tioa--6fAhese materials can be burdensome.

Developmental guidelines also were based on decisions regarding the
degree to.which the instructional, packages would serve to include dirOctions
for their use. One of two related` approaches- generally istaken with PSI
programs. The simplest approach from a develbpmental pant of view generally
is to provide the instructional materials in-whatever format they are readily
available and to prepare a separate package of directionson how the student
is to use the materials. The alternate approach is to include instructions-7
for use of the. materials as- integral Tarts Of the instructional package.

-

An, early decision was .made to prepare the instruction in small,
contained packages, each of which would serve as a workbook and would provide
all required instruction for using the materialS. What was intended was that
when-a student was provided with a unit of instruction, he/she would be able
to turn to the first page which would, in effect, say: "Now yOu have this
lesson ih your hands. First, read the instructions on this page, Then,tudi
to the next page, voik the problems listed there, and-then follow the instruc-
-ons-that.---are-prol-ded.=there=so-that-yod_will_know what to do next." The

'appropriate instructional packagi was to be provided to each- student: whenever
the student mastered the-preceding unit. The package would belong to the
student, who Was free to study-the inclUded materials in. class or at hopie, and
free to keep the materials for future reference or review. Fortunately, the
selected mathematiCs materials and, to-a lesser extent, the seletted language
materials, were conducive to fairly simple revisions to meet these developmental
guidelines. ,

O

A
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a The Language Instructional Materials

The Steck-Vaughn Adult Reading Program selected as the basis
for the language portion of the PSI program was designed specifically. for use
by adults. The total series is a sequential instruction program of essential
reading skills designed to move t.he mature learner from no:it-reading to reading
maturity. The program builds a basic vocabulary of words necessary for coping__
in life situations, teaches the phonics and structural analysis skills needed
to unlock thousands of other words, and heavily emphasizes literal, inferential,
and critical comprehension skills. Content selection deals with the general
areas of occupational knowledge, consumer economics, goverament and law,
health, -interpersonal. relltionships, and community "resources. The materials
are divided into two sets of books with grades 0-4 reading level in the first
set and grades 4-8 reading level in the second set. The first set contains
seven bOoks (Reading 1100-1700) emphasizing prereadiag sight words,
phonics, structural analysis, and comprehension. Optional audio cassettes are
required for independent study. The second set consists of eight books
(Reading 2100-2800) and' emphasizes comprehension skills, specialized reading
skills, and personal readiniskills. This set, since it was,designed fqr use
at the targeted grades 4-8 reading level, was utilized in the PSI program.

To'follow the developmental guidelines discussed above, considerable work
was' required to repackage the five books to be used. Following is a discussion'
of the revision activities.

Each of the five books in the original program contained five distinct
lessons: The first activity Was to package each of these lessons separately.
This gave a total of five modules of five units (or lessons), each for a total.
of 25 unit packages. A sample of a completely revised unit 'is presented as '

Appendix' C.

The pretest at the beginning of each of the original program lessons was
deleted. This was done for several reasons. First, a decision already had
been made (see subsection 1 above) not to use a criterion-referenced pretest.
Second, since three posttests were desired (see subsection 4 below) any suitable
Pretests would have been- reserved for use as posttests. Third, many of the
Pretests were considered unsuitable for use in that they did not- appear. to
test the appropriate skills. -

Since a practice mastery demonstration (posttest) was to be included with
each or the new units (e.g., see the last four pages of Appendix C), the
pretests from the original program, where such tests were considered suitable
for use, were organized into a format identical to that of the actual mastery
demonstration instruments (see subsectiop 4) and appended to each of the new
instructional'units for use by_the students as a practice posttest. Those,
preteSts that were considered-unsuitable for -usemerediscarded and new practice
mastery; demonstration instruments developed. An example of .a pretest considered
unsuAa le for use is included as Appendix D. The objective of the unit for .

which th example test was intended to serve as the pretest was: the learner
recognizes at an affix can modify the meaning of a baie word and/or help
identify the grammatical function of 'the base word. The researchers concluded
that the example\test does not address thA objective.
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Correct responses to the items in each instructional unit of the original
program were provided on other pages of the lesson book. By folding the
proper page, these responses could be observed along with the related items.
This format was 'revised to include the correct responses in the identiCal
location_ on each page following the page containing the'items requiring a
response. This was expected to make it easier for the students to locate the
responses-

Instructions were added to tell the students exactly how to proceed
throUgh each unit. Considerable instructions were provided in early units and
the amount of itItruction decreased in later units. Since the unit presented
in Appendix C was the first unit of the language series,.it contains the
maximum amount of instruction. I

A new front cover was designed.

The Steck-Vaughn,COmpany granted permission for the researchers to repro-
duce a limited number of the repackaged units for use in the research discussed
in this report.

.AnOther substantial addition which was made to the language instruction
was the addition of five units made up solely of selected readings. Thee
Units (the sixth unit of each of the five modules) were intended to provide
additional practice in reading comprehension of stories, poems, and articles.
Materials for these units mere provided by Scott, Foresthanfrom their soon -to-

-be-released adUlt reading-comprehension series.s' The selected. materials were
from ScottFeresman's Books, A _through D (reading level from grade-3:0- to 5.9).
The format of these units was made compatible with-the 25 Steck-Vaughn units.
Included practice.mastery demonstration instruments were developed from some

o
items provided by Scott, Foresman and new items developed by-the researchers.

The resultant reading comprehension instructional materials consisted of
five modules of six units each. The module and unit titles are as follows.

Module I:

Unit
Unit
.Unit

Unit
Unit
Unit

Word Meaning Analysis' Skills

1: Prefixes
2.1. Suffixes
3: Synonyms and Antonyms
4: Homophones
St Words with Multiple Meanings
-15:" Selected Readings

Module II: Analysis and Synthesis Skills

-Unit 1:

Unit 2:
Unit 3:

Unit 4:
Wit 5:
Unit 6:

Context Clues
Hidden Context Clues
OrganizationClueS
Analysis of Sentencei-------
Synthesis of Sentence Content
Selected Readings

40,

s
Scott, Foresman Lifelong Learning Division, 1900 East fake Avenue. Glenview,

Illinois 60025.
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Module III: Main Idea Analysis Skills

_Unit 1: Stated Organizer and Stated Details
Unit 2: No Stated Organizer But Stated Details
Unit 3: Stated Organizer But Hidden Details
Unit 4: Na Stated Organizer and Hidden Details
'Unit 5: Hidden Organizer and Hidden Details
Unit 6: Selected Readings

Module IV: Conclusion Analysis Skills

Unit 1: Logical Outcomes
Unit 2: Stated Conclusions
Unit 3: Cause and Effect Relationships

.

,. Unit 4: Conclusianx,Baded, on Direct- Relationships
Unit 5: Conclusions Based on Indirect Relationdhips
Unit 6: Selected Readings

Module V: Sequence Analysis Skills

Unit 1: Events Before or-After
Unit 2: Calendar-Markers
Unit 3: Ekplicit cues
Unit 4: Implicit Cues
Unit 5: Implied and Stated Events
Unit 6: Selected Readings

b. The Mathematics Instructional Materials

The Individualized Mathematics Program selected for the mathe-
Matics-instruction is published in five levels: .theLevel K kit for kinder-
garten through- grade 2; Level A for grades 3 and 4; Level B for grades 4
through 6; Level C -for-grades 7 through 9; and Level D for grades 10 through 13.
The Level C and D kits,-however, address many of the same objectives as do the
Level A and B kits. For example, Levels C and D both-begin with simple addition .

and other basic computational problems. The materials are designed for children
of-the ages typically foumd in the above indicated grade. .levels. Level p,
then, is more suitable for adults. Since Level D addressed most;of the'crtical
basic skills, but in a manner more suitable ;for an adult audience) it was
chosen for use in the PSI Program. Only minor "cut and paste" changes were
made to instructional packages. Theie changes were as follows.

The materials were arranged, in five modules of five units each. New
covers carrying the news lesson designations were attached.

,Instructions for use, basically similar to the instructions for the
language units, were inserted.

The-pretests originally included with each lesson were removed and combined
as new review units.- In general, these review units also included selected
sections of practical application instruction from other-.units which were not
TseFiza- eir entirety-.
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The, .module and unit titles for the resultant instructional packages were
as follows.

.Module I: Computation Skills.

Unit 1: Addition
- Unit 2: .Subtradtion

;

Unit 3: Multiplidation
Unit 4: Division

1-
Unit-5: Review and,Marketing/Prices

.
Module iI: 'Fraction Manipulation. Skills

Unit.1: Addition
Unit 2: Subtrattion
Unit Multiplication
Unit- 4: Division,
Unit 5: Review and Probability Cilcuiations

Module III: Decimal Manipulation Skills-
_

`Unit 1: Addition and Subtraction
Unit 2: Multiplication
Unit 3: Division
Unit 4: Adding Fractions 'to Decimals
Unit 5: Review and Bank Balances

Module IV; Percent Manipulation Skills

Unit 1: Percent
Unit 2: Percent: Advanced
Unit 3: Percent Applied to Budget
Unit 4: Review and Interest
Unit 5: Wages and Earnings

Module V: Advanced Calculation Skills

Unit 1: 'Integers
'Unit 2: Multiplication and Division of Integeis
Unit 3: Probability
Unit 4: Averages
Unit 5: Discounts 'and Advanced Calculations

Mastery Demonstration Instruments

The mastery ,demonstration instruments were intended to be as brief
as practical but to provide sufficient examples of the students' knowledge to
ensure mastery of the objectives of each unit. As was discussed, earlier, at
least two mastery denionstration instruments were required for eachPSI unit.
One instrument was included with the PSI instructional package and was intended
for use by the student as a practice mastery demonstration.- Since the correct
responses to this practice instrument also were included with the instructional
package (see subsection 3-and the last four pages of Appendix C).the student
was provided with immediate feedback regarding any areas that he/she had not
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'yet mastered. Once a student dem onstrate d mastery with the prictice.instrument,
the assumption was that he/she would have no difficulty demonstrating mastery
with the quite similar mastery demonstration instrument administered by a .

proctor.

The procedure for developing the mastery demonstration instruments to be
administeredby-wiproctor was liasiCA-11I the -Sae as that for developing the--
practice instruments. That is, many of the Steck4anghn materials. already
included an acceptable posttest. This posttest-was used'as the mastery demon-
sttation- instrument. Where suitable tests were not provided, such tests were
deVeloped. As with the practice demonstration instruments, mastery instruments
were developed for the Scott, Toresman, materials using some Scott, Foresman
test items and adding newly developed items. .Because of the effort involved
in develo-ping new tests, only one form of .the mastery instrument (in addition
to tae' practice-demonstration form) was prepared for the language units: An
example of a mastery instrument is included as Appendix E. The answer sheet
is presented as Appendix F.

j

The Individualized Mathematics Program kit included a FormA and Form B
posttest for each mathematics unit. These were in addition to the practice
test.already included IA each unit. Thus, the Form A and Form B posttests
were used, as prOvided, for the mastery demonstration instruments for the,
mathematics units.

5. 'Classroom Manager Instructions .

No formal classroom instructions were prepared since aformal training
,session was planned. However, an outline of some of the major points to be
covered in the training, particularly points which the classroom managers
would need to review later, was documented. This outline is presented as
Appendix G.

AdditiOnal materials were developed for, use by the classroom managers in
managing the classes and in obtaining. required data. These materials are
discussed in Chapter 4.

0

6. Proctor Instructions

A decision was made to use internal proctors (that is, individuals
who also were students in the class) rather thin external proctors (that is,
_individual from outside of the PSI class whose relationship to the program was
limited to that of proctor). There were two major reasons for this decision.
First, the introdUction of outside prottors into the classroom could have been
Perceived as threatening to the teachers who in many ways met the requirements
for a peer proctor. .All of the teachers were from basically the same socio-
economic background as.the students and most of the teachers had had minimal
training in teacing basic education. Also, their race and age were similar to
most of their students.

Another reason for choosing internal proctors instead of external proctors
was that the planned role for the proctors was primirily that ol'administering
masteryedemonstration instruments. Since the instructional materials were
planned to be self-instructional, the "teaching" role of the proctor was
expected tg be minimized. 'internal proctors typically have proven quite
satisfactorNn filling "the .planned role.
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Since no formal training for pr ctors was planned (since-any student in
the PSI program might be a proctor one time or another), ,a booklet was
prepared to outline for thi proctor their responsibilities and how they
should fulfill them. Copies of this booklet were intend0 to'be made available
for review by any student who was qualified to'be a proctor. A copy of the
booklet is included as Appendix H.

7. Motivational. Activities

As was noted earlier,_to,,fulfill the !motivational lecture" require-.

ment of PSI, the presentation of motivational films was planned. These presen-
tations were to be followed by group discussions led primarily by the classroom
manager. These activities were expected to, be useful in several ways. First,
the entertainment nature of the selected films y expected to provide the
students with an opportunity for a somewhat different relationship with each
other and with the classroom manager. Second, the activity would provide the
researchers with an opportunity to observe the class reactions to a more
relaxed atmosphere. Third, the motivational nature of the filmAnd the group
discussion was expected to proliide an opportunity forstudents to discuss any
academic difficulties they were having and how these difficulties might be
overcome.

.A minimum of two films was planned. Two selected films were: .(a) "Climb"
(22 minutes, color), Churchill Films, 662 NOrth Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90069; and (b) "It Couldn't le Done" (53 minutes,"color), Films,
Inc., 1144 Wilmette, Wilmette, Illinois 60091:

O
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Chapter 4

The Research Design

AaMis noted in Chapter 1, the primary objective of.the study herein
;described Wastoanswer the-question::: "Is. further investigation of-the-use of
.PSI-for nontraditional adult learners likely to be worthwhile?" A-secondary
objective was to identify Potentially fruitful areas for further investigation.
- to address-these objectives, What' essentially -was a case stukapproach was
planned for each Of threeielected implementation sites. While collection of
some comparison data,Wat planned, the primary emphasis was intenied to be upon
-collettiOn'ot observationalinforMtionat the three 'sites.

,No rigid rules were established for the colleCtion' of on -site observational
0, ,information. Instead the. Intent wwtoplrepate.a list of critical Tient&

bised-on-Ohatz:vatithin tailor thcobservitionatd fit a predetermined
list-of anticipated events. .This idea of observing and-interviewing with a
;Minim* ofiredetermined-isiumptions was-adapted from a report -of previous -ABE

`res ardh, an orienting framemorktmas established' to form a basis for initial

larch:by Mek.irow,,Darkenwald, and Knox '(1975). Rewever, as with the referenced,

his orienting framework for observational data Collection was, in general,
-based pon the'f011oMing:

0

.Studentreactions'to: Proctor reactions to 'teacher reactions to
.----=

Other. s udenta
proctor
teacher
the -instiiictional

,

.aYste.ni

the in ructional..--Ir it*

students
other proctor's

the instructional
'system

the instructional
materials , materials

students .

proctors
the instructional,
'system
the instructional

\More. specifically, the orienting framework ncluded-observations

Siudenti'initial%reactions tol

Test-taking.
Requirements for mastery.learning-
Self-paced .learning.

,

.Selt=instrUctional materials:'
Being= proctored by peers.

Proctoring of'peers.
.Modified teacher role.

of 'changes in studente:reactions to all of the above

0 Evidences of, and possible-causes
0
of, changes

R7

of:

subitems.

in students' reactions.



Evidences of academic achievement.

0 Evidences of change in self-concept.

*IX
0

0 Evidence of interest in either specific or general program activities.

O Evidences of chingejn self - dependence.

'° Evidences of change in self-assertiveness.

1 C)

1.

Evidences of increasein life coping skills.

O Nature of group interactions.

Evidences of group cohesivenesi

Nature of student-proctoryelationshipS.

O 'Techniques used by proctors.

.
0

-Effective-tiChniques.
Ineffective,

Factors affeCting the proctor role;

`Nature-ofproctor-teacher relationships.

Teachek role. so

SeVeral record forms were provided to the classroom managers for recording
student- activity and Opinion information and for noting significant Classroom
observatiOns-.. A student record form was provided for recording each student's
activities (see Appendix charts were provided for,recording_the%names of
students who qualified as proctors for different-units (see example in Agendix J),
_A form was provided for the-classroom-managers' use in recording- students'
cOmments;-refliding their opinions about each lesson and the assistance they
received with each lesson (see Appendix K),. and a loose-leaf notebook was
provided for the classroom manager'to record general Observations and comments.

`While classroom" observations were intended to be made primarily by the
classroom manager, Observations also were intended to be-made by the, researchers.
At- least - weekly- visits were Planned_toeach of the PSI classei. The-- resultant
observational data were intended to be summarized by site, and- pertinent
factors (i.e.,' factors pertinent to the research questionS)I highlighted.

. Because of. the largely'Unstructured nature of the observational data collection
activity an thoncertaintS, as to the exact nature of the data, no specific
plans for analySis,or reporting were made.

In addition to collecting the observational data, plans were made to
collect specific objective data that were considered to be measures of class

-and individual student progress. However, because of the very small number of
classea4nd,students, no-generalizing of findings was intended. Four specific
types_of_objeCtiVP datamere_to....be,cellected. number_of-units_mastered;_pre-

A

:and post - treatment self-concept measures; pre-.and post-treatment achievement
-measures; -and attendance records. Following is a- brief discussion of each.

4.2



As was discussed in Chapter 3, a decision was made to have all students
start' at the beginning of the PSI programandatudy the unitaina-predeter-
mined order regardless of whether or not they already couldmaster some of the
units. To assist in estimating whether or not a-student mastered a particular
unit. based on,what he/she learned from studying a unit (as opposed to mastering
the-unitbased_On priOelnowledge), eitch,student was to be asked, as &part of
the mg4tery demonstration exercise, whether or not he/she could have demonstrated.
mastery if he/she hid not studiedthetunit, If the student indicated that
he/she could not have demonatratedi Mastery without studying the unit, an
assumption-was to be made that mastery of the unit was one measure of program
success(

As was noted in Chapter 3,,portions of-the ABLE achievement test were to
be administered to.411 incomin;,gtudents in the,three PSI Classes and in-two
"conventional "-classes. The alterhate-fOrM Of;theteat was to o-be administered
as a'pesttest at the end of the planned sixsionth implementation period.
_Seyeral, difficulties were anticipated in using these achievement dataas
measures of program success. First, the `number of classes_ and students was
cfniteTimall, the total treatment consisted,of a maximum of 88 hours in class:
-(and-, thus, was not likely to produce significant gains), and many of the
sstudents supposedly had an aversion to test taking: SeCond, because .of an
expected high turnover rate of students, very few if any; students who took
the pretest were expected still tobe enrolled for posttesting:-Even if only%
a few students took both the pre- and i)osttests,.comparison.of intact classroom
measures was expected to. rovide some indication of,gain.

Also, as noted in Chapter 3, the Tenniasee Self-Concept Scale was_ to be .

-administered as a pre:- and pdit-treatment.measnre of changes in self-concept.
All oft.he-ltsitations discussed above for the achievement testing also were
expected to apply to the self-concept measuring. Two:_additional -factors elien
furtherlessined the. - chances of using-thi:resultant data for estimating program
-success. First, the self-concept of-a group of students is even less susceptible
to short-term change than is academic achievement; therefore, only minimal
change in self-Concept scores was expected. Second, since the initial adminis-
tration of the scale would take place only one time (late enrollments would
not be tested), the number of students with both pre- and post-treatment
self-concept measures -was expected to be even smaller than for achievement
testing.

. A fourth type.of objective data, student attendance, was,expected to
provide some measure of program success'in maintainining student interest.

One particularly important researcher opinion or bias was reflected not
only in the selection of the implementation setting-, but also in how the
researckwas intended to be .conducted: Some discussion of this-bias appears

-to be in order at thil point. One approach to exploring the potential effec-
tikrehess of an instructional program would have been to select a near-perfect
setting, Well-trained, dedicated perSonnel who were completely devoted to the
proposed" research, and highly motivated, cooperative students. The researchers

Ithen would supervise the proposed activities to pnsure an.optimum implementation
environment. -Such ,an approach would practically guarantee that the program
would be a success, and also practically,guarantee that when the typical prac-
tItidner attempted to implement the same program in a real-world setting,
he/she-would-not achieve the same results.



a
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Another approach would have been to conduct the research in a real-world
setting; that is, to have deliberately chosen a setting problems with
available resources, staff cooperation, and student participation were expected

a to-occur. Then the program to be implemented would be introduced in this
imperfect, setting_ and permitted to run. !its. normal .course without researcher
intervention. The reader is reminded that the objective of the research
reported herein was not to examine the various elements. of PSI in an attempt
to determine the relative contribution of each; it was'not tO-determine the
success of- PSI as compartd to some other approach; it wao.not-io Control'
certain variables while systematically manipulating others in an attempt to
increase the effectiveness of PSI. While carefully cdntrolled'reseirch well
might have been justified to address such issues, suchicontrolled conditions
easily could have been-,self-defeating when attempting to meet the, current
research objectives. Since the primary current objective was to obtain infor--
mation "for making -redommendations regarding the direction,of any indicated
further. research, and since institutional, teacher-related, or'organizational
problem areas well might have proven to be some of the major factors requiring
further investigation, the latter approach indicated above appeared most
appropriate.

-

(

There 'are, however, some risks involved in conducting research in a
relatively uncontrolled environment. The adversities faced by the program may
be so-extreme that the only meaningful data that can be collected is informa-,
'taint regarding factors that contributed to failure of.the program. To guard
against such-a possibility, the researchers selected three sites (all a part
of the cooperating institution's program) for implementation rather than
concentrating on a single site. This hid the disadvantage of limiting the
degree of observation possible at. any one setting, but, the advantage of
increasing the chances that at least one setting would be sufficiently stable
to provide useful data regarding-program effectiveness.

The above discussed observational information along with the. noted objec-
tive data were expected to be SdEquate for ascertaining whether or not further
related. research on PSI with nontraditional adult students is likely to be
worthwhile, for suggesting ,possible cause and effect relationships, and for
identifying potentlal areas for, and guidelines for, further research. The
above noted observation without- intervention approach also appeared to hold.
'promise for providing some additional insights into how an.ABE program works;

' that is, for supporting or refuting the somewhat grim picture of ABE painted
by other researchers (e.g., Mezirow, Darkenwald, and Knox, 1975).

4.4 0
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Chapter 5

The.Actual Program Setting

As- was.noted-in Chapter 2, certain specific characteristics of the proposed
program setting were-critical to the development and planned implementation of
the PSI program. While reasonable cafe was. exercised to verify assumptions
regarding-these critical program setting.characteristics, the actual program
setting -was- found-to differ from the proposed program- setting in several
iiportaq,aipects. This chapter discusies these differences-and notes possible
of probable reasons for the differences.

The first major change from the intended program setting characteristics
occurred; during the developmental,aCtivities described in Chapter 3. Certain
internal difficulties at the-cooperating institution, and the loss of a consid-
erable amount of its anticipated funding not only resulted in the disCharge of
the entire cooperating institution ABE administrative staff, 'but also minimized
other expected support services such as test administrationtservices.

Alto, as a result of theabOve,-teacher assignments were delayed. 'In

fact, until several days prior 'to the first class sessions, there was consid-
erable doubt. as to whether the ABE-prOgram-wouid.operate it all. Because of
this delay in teacher assignments, -only negligible inputs'could be obtained
,frog the teachers' prior to the beginning of, program implementation as to their
()Pinions regarding the adequacy of the PSI 'materials, or program structure.
Teacher training was limited to-one thirty-minute testion with-one teacher.

, ,
The intended' teacher of -one of the PSI classes became ill the dIy prior

to the beginning of &lasses and was replaced by a teacher who was new to the
cooperating institution and'who had no teaching experience with-AB; students.
Another teacher, the teacher respontible for the Prison setting planned for
inclutiOn as one of the three PSI classes, 'was' expedted to.be familiarized
with the PSI program immediately =upon his-return from an extended vacation.
While'he had no previous' knowledge of the PSI program or. of his expected,
participation, the researchers had been' assured of his cooperation. The
researchers, the new administrator of the ABE program, and the teacher of the
prison clasp met upon the teacher's return from vacation to discuss his partici-,
pation. The teacher was considerably disturbed at the idea of introducing PSI
into the prison class; and-was adamant in his insistence that a structured
approach would be untenable. 'NO reasons-were given that appeared logical or
reasonable to the researchers. Indications'of fear -of being obierved, moni-
tored, or:subjecteato reporting activities appeared to- be the teacher's
overriding concern. The researchers had no alternative but to drop the prison
class and select an alternate setting. Another Of the cooperating institution's
housing project classes, thin one a-night class, was selected-as the replacement.

As was noted in Chapter 2, each ABE class was expected to include 10-15
students functiOning at between the fourth and eightilgrade levels in reading
comprehension ands mathematics Adtual enrollment,:.as will be discussed in
detail in. Chapter 6, was considerably lower than expected. Also, as detailed
in Chapter 6, the entry performancedevel of the students was considerably
lower /than expected, with 36 percent of the students scoring below the.fourth
grade level in reading comprehension, 44 percent scoring below the fourth

-



grade level in mathematics computation, and 83 percent scoring below the
fourth grade level in,mathematics problem, solving (see Table 5.1).

Since the teachers were paid only for contact hours with the students,
they were only minimally available (on their own time and usually in their
homes)4for consultation with the researchers. Contact and communications
between the teachers and.the adminiitrative staff also was found to be almost
nonexistent, and communication_ between the admiiistrative staff and the
researchers was made diffieult.by the added work load 4ssnmed by the adminis-
trative-staff% Expected -support services, .such as_personnel.to_assist_yrith,
test administration and selection of any required supplementary instructional
materials, were only minimally available the ,first three months of the program
implementation, and were not available at all during the remaining three
months.

Many of the above noted differences between expectations and reality
likely were a result of the reduced funding made available to the cooperating
institution for operating the program. Other noted' differencessuch as the
lower entry level skills of the students, likely resulted from lack of a
structured testing program for ABE and the resultant reliance on estimates of
student achievement. Some differences may- have resulted...from-the new staff's
perceptions (or misperceptions) 'of the role of research in education,,and the
new and differing judgments as to the relative importance of student achieve-
ment versus institutional and personal goals.

5. 2 Q
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Table 5.4

PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS SCORING AT:VARICA GRADE 'LEVELS ON ABLETESTS

.1

. .

,

_ .

.

.

.

.

. Grade Level, .

--- -_-_ .

Total
Percenta

...

ABLE Test
Below
4.0. 4.0-4:9

__ _.

%,6.0-6.9

_

7.0-7.9

__..

and-tho and

Above

_ _ _

5:0-5.9
. .

Reading Comprehension

Mathematics Computation

Mathematics-prokem Solving

32.032.

39.0

79.0

11.0.11

32.0

0.0

.

11 0.

14.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

7.0

14.0
-.

4.0
0

0.0

21.0

0.0

.0
I

100:0

100.0

100.0

PSI Classes %
ok. ,

'- Comparison Classes-

Reading Comprehension

Mathematics Computation

Mathematics Problem eolving
.

50.0

63:0

100.0

12.5

12.0

0.0'
,

0.0

25.0

0.0

12.5

0.0

0.0.

12.5

0.0

0.0

12.5

0.0

0.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total Classes '

Reading Comprehension

Mathematics Coniputatioh

Mathematics. Proem

36.0

44.0

83.0

11.0

28.0

0.0

8.0

17.0

8.0

11.0

8.0
.

6.0

.

15.0

3.0

0.0

19.0

0.0

'31-.11

100.0

100.0

400-.1)-

a
Total number of pretested studenti was 36; 28 in PSI classes and 8 in comparison classes.
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Chapter '6

The PSI-TrOgram-as Implemented,

t.

\\,

'This-chapter_provides details of the implementation of the PSI program in
,the.three-selected.sites,_and a summary of the_characteristiCs of the two.'
comparisonlaisem---Eachof the first three-sections discusses the imple-,

___mentation In-'s.different one-of the-PSI,sitei. The.fourth;section describes
the comparison classes. in-order to present as complete a 'picture as possible
of What occurred in the -PSI dasses, a narrativeapProach,has been used. to
provide achronologicaloaccount4of significant observed events and activitiei,.
The discussion in this Chapter,-however, is restricted. primarily. to howthe
prograi was Implemented. A detailed discussion of .program resulti
_Units completed, test scores, attendance records) is reserved for Chapter 7.

As was -'noted in Chapter 4, the particular research setting was.selected
precisely-because itWas thought to be-reasonably representative of ABE programs
acrossithe cOuntrk If no difficulties-had been encountered inimplementing
the PSI program, the researchers would have been disappOintedat being; denied
the opportunity to observe the program in a realistic setting. Fortunately,
the,researchers. were net disappoined. A sufficiently wide range of .problems
was encountered to convince the researchers that PSI was given a difficult but
reasonably fair trial.

4

4

Some context information likely will be helpful,in gaining an understanding
of the events that occurred during the program implementation. Considerable,
-tension Apparently, existed between the formerCoordinator Of the ABE program
and-the present coordinator. -Many of the staff apparently felt ,forced to make
decisions between personal loyalty and ;job security. When, due to higher
level internal conflicts and reduCed funding, ABE administrative changes were
made, some itaff-meibers -apparently found themselves-in the-awkward position
of having,beemi4aito the losing team. This apparently resulttd-in consid-
erable fear, suspicion, ,and insecurity: The Change also was an abrupt one,
rather than a.smooth transition. -Thenew ABE coordinator was forced to pick

thepi6Ces of the program, with little guidance or assistance: She also
inherited a staff not of .her own- choosing. From this starting point, the PSI
program impieMentation, as outlined below, took place.

ThrOughout the internal conflicts referred to or implied above, the
researchers refused to choose sides, refused to_become involved, and continued
to maintain friendly; open relationship with all of the involved 'personnel.
The negatiVe'iMpacts-on the l'SITrogram, as included in the chronology of
events outlined below, were in no-way intendedto inconvenience the researchers,
but. were, rather, logical outcomes of the stress within the cooperating insti-
tution. -Such stresses are not thought to be atypical. The researchers sought,
and succeeded in finding, a real-world setting for the PSI implementation.

A. . Program Implementation in PSI Site A ,

This section provides a Chronological account of significant events and
- activities, 'that- occurred.- in -one of-the PSI- classes, For simplicity, this
class hereinafter will be referred to at Site A.. Site A was an on-campus
class that. initially met from 9:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m. two days. a week.

35
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ClaSses were- held in a-- regular- classroom in one of the main central campus
buildings. The summer quarter began on July 10, 1980 and ended on Septem-
ber.25 (a total of 22'cliss sessions)-.

Several days prior to the first classes (immediately following reasonable
-assurance. that the: cooperating institution would have funds to operate the
program), a tOeting-was-scheduledtodescribe the PSI program- to the two .

aimilable teachers (the_ third proposedteather:was_on_yaeation). The two
teachers arrived as scheduled for the training session; hioWeV'er-, the-teacher_
for the Site A, class came only to report to the- cooperating institution's

--administrative_Personnelihat she had not:fully recovered from a recent illneis
and thus would not bi-able-to-teaCh,her assigned .class. A new teacher was

-
employed the following day and was introduCed-to the-researchers-immediately-
prior to the first class session. The teacher, a young, black' mait-,---.;had-an
undergraduate-degree-in-business_administration. He hidpreviouslyattended-
the Cooperating institution as.atED student. He had-had no.-previous-teacher
_training' or teachingexperience. During the few minutes:available for describing
the -PSI- programrtheresearcheraprovided a broad overview, provided the
necessary materials (including the outline of-teacher-responsibilities shown
in Appendix F), and encouraged the teacher to telephone the researchers regarding
any needed clarification or additional instructions. Also, the teacher- was
encouraged- to come to clasies_as early as" possible so as to meet with the
researchers before classes to exchange information regarding program plans,
-progress-, and problems. (As was noted in Chapter 5, the ABE teachers also had
other employment; they,generaily were not able to .schedule any significant
,amounts of time for working with the researchers.)

The teacher showed condiderableenthusiasm for the PSI program. He was
particulakly pleased that a structured program was available that would permit
him to'begin immediately with his classroom responsibilities. Since he was
not familiar with teaching ABE students, the already planned PSI program
relieved'him of the responsibility for selecting materials, 'determining an
instructional approach, -etc. This' was particularly important to him since he
was not being paid for extra time to plan a program.

:Student 'enrollment at Site A was expected to be at least 15. Actual
initial enrollment was eight. An additional seven students enrolled at other
times during the quarter. As was expected, the students were predominantly
black (14 of the 15) and predominantly female (13 of the 15).

Tlie first classroom a tivity (other than the registration process) was°
the administration of the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale and portions of the
ABLE. Since, as noted previously, the cooperating institution's reduced
funding had resulted in a reduCtion in personnel, the test administrator was
available, only part time. As a result, all testing in the PSI classes was
done by the teachers. Some difficulties were encountered with both of the
administered instruments. As was Originally planned, the 100 items on the
Tennessee Scale were read. to the students. The students encountered three
types of difficulty in responding-to the\items. First, the meaning and context
of some of the words in the items (e.g., Moral, morally, swearing, "all thumbs")
were not completely clear to some students:\ Second, in spite -of cautions,
students still had difficulty with the first,Tersonapproach_of_the_items as
thervEre -feldby the teacher. For example, When the teacher read, "I an an
attractive person," some students had ,difficulty remembering that the item
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referred to the student's attractiveness, not the teacher's attractiveness.
Some difficulty was encountered with the numbering system used. The items
were numbered 1-A40 and the possible-responses to-each:item-were-numbered,1-54
(see Appendix A). Some students tended.to get one set of numbers confused
with the other set. A better strategy probably would have been to use the
letters a-e for the responses. The most serious difficulty was with the `
discriminations required by the scale and the difficulty of applying the
discrimination choices to each of the 100 items. Many students struggled over
decisions such as, for example, whether an item was "mostly false" or "partly
false and partly true." If only two choices, "mostly false" and "mostly true"
hid been provided the administration.would,have been vastly simplified (however,
test-scorea.could not have been related to published norms). The students'
scores-on the-scalerangedfrom-about the-filth-percentire'to-about-the. eightieth
percentile. Five of the eightidOred-belowtheliftieth percentile and three
scored above (see Chapter 7 for additional data)-- _

B of the reading comprehension, arithmetic computation, and arithmetic
problemsolving-tata from-theABLE,_and complete instructions for tesi,adminis-
tration, scoring, and interpretation of the scores were-provided.to the teacher.
The teacher had noted in the InstrUctions for PSI Classroom Managers, Item -13''
(see Appendix G) that students were to be'allowed to take PSI instructional
materials home with them and that they were allowed to obtain help with the
materials outside of class: Unfortunately, the teacher interpreted this to
apply to the ABLE test. As a result, the-students took the tests home with
them, obtained outside help in completing the tests, and returned the tests
with almost 100 percent of the test items answered correctly. These:tests
were, of course, discarded. However, Form A of the tests was not yet available
and the only way to get pre - treatment test data was to readminister the Form B.
The extent to which the test scores were biased by this,.readministration
within one week -of the first administration is, of, course, not known. However,
there was high likelihood that- the resultant scores were,somewhat inflated.
Of the eight students, two scored below the fourth grade level in reading
comprehension, three below the fourth grade level in arithmetic computation,
and six below the fourth grade level in arithmetic problem solving (see Chap-
ter 7 for additional data).-

Based upon the ABLE scores, six of the students began immediately, on the
PSI program. The two students who scored at below the third grade level in
reading comprehension were provided with remedial instructions and intensive
tutoring by the teacher until he considered, their reading level to be suffi-
cientlq high to enter the program. These students, then,-also entered the PSI
program. ./

The initial PSI activity was for the students to study the unit entitled,
"What is PSI?" (see Appendix B).- The unit apparently was successful in providing
the students with a general idea of the program organization. No particular
questions, concerns, or positiVe comments were voiced. The researchers'
general opinion was that the unit served the students reasonably well, but was
of more value to the teacher since it described to the teacher, in a reasonably
straightforward style, the concepts upon which the program was based.e 0

As the quarter progressed,--seven-new-students-enrolled-__ Two. of these
were-pretested and entered into the PSI program., The other five, because of
their short period of enrollment and limited attendance, were not pretested
and were not entered into the PSI'program.
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Only a few problems were encountered by the students.with the early -

language and arithmetic units. During the first quartet, considerable progress
was made in completing-the units. The students appeared to be exceptionally
enthusiastic. The peer proctor system worked well; the students _seemed to
like-the idea of students helping Students. The teacher was able to spend
virtually full-time tutoring-the few Slow students. The teacher initially
prepared reasonably detailed notes" of his classroom observations. HiS enthu-
siasm was obvious. He emphasized that students- -were becoming more open, more,
willing to ask for and give assistance, and more anxious"to fully utilize all
of the class-time. His primary negative comment was that some Students appeared
to have more difficulty with the reading comprehension than their. ABLE "test-
scores would have indicated. Also, he commented'that several students had
difficulty mastering the initial language or mathematics unit. These students
apparently had not grasped the concept of mastery; that is, they had not

__accepted the idea that they really had to-know the materials in one unit
-- before they --would be permitted to move onto the next unit. Once a student
-mastered -the-first unit, however,. this problem largely'deased to exist for
that student.

During most of the first quarter, the researchers"! visits to the class
tended ttp confirm the teacher's enthusiasm. The classrOOI Was-a_beehive of

Competition-was keen between several of the students to complete_
lessons-aiit-So-that_theiCOTild-be,thefirst to serve as proctor for that
lesson. Many of .the'studiieFS obviously ,were _doing a considerable amount of
studying outside' of class." Several stuaiixts -completed- a module (five math
units or six language units), and were presented with coMpletion certificates
(see Appendix L). This certificate proved to be an excellent motivator; -and_
there was a-noticeable increase in students' efforts to complete modules of
materials, so they would receive a certificate. Thestudents also had indicated
that they would like to spend more time in class. As a result, the cooperating
institution agreed to extend the "twice-weekly sessions to three hours.beginning
with the second quarter.6

Unfortunately, the optimistic results noted above began to moderate
during the last weeks of the quarter. SeVeral entries in the teacher's notes
are indicative of the change. One entry notes that the teacher used the class
session to "review materials already covered.in PSI lessons." Another entry
notes that "students are classroom oriented, and tend to lean more to the
instructor-student relationship vs. proctor-student."

The time of the researchers' visits to the classroom was deliberately
.-- varied so as to increase the likelihood of observing the class as it was
conducted when the researchers were not present. Several important changes
began to be noticed. Often, when the researchers arrived, the students were
not involved in individual activities but Were passively observing a teacher
lecture-demonstration. For example, a sizeable portion of one class session
was devoted to a teacher lecture on primary colors, secondary colorgyand the
importance of knowing what happened if one mixed certain colors. No student
participation (or interest) was observed. When the teacher was questioned

fl

6
While the sessions were extended to three hours during the second quarter,

the result of the change was more latitude for the students in choosing whether
to come early and leave early or come late and leave late. Typical attendance
remained at two hours per session.
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about such activities, he attempted to assure'Oe researchers that such inci-
dences were exceptions to the rule, and that the-PSI program was being imple-
mented,as planned most of the time. Ai

One of tle decisions. reviously -Made-by the researchers should be empha-
sized:- -While some researcher intervention, such as the unobtrusive visits to
the class, was essential to collecting the required research information, such -

interventions were planned to be kept to an absolute minimum. The researchers
could have, for example,, worked through the cooperating institution's adminis-
tratiVe staff -in an attempt to force the-teacher to strictly follow the PSI
program guidelines. However,_if this had been donethe researchers would
have_ become a part of the treatment rather than simply Observers of the treatment
effect.,, For this reason, certain less-than-optimum conditions deliberately
Were permitted-to continue.

-Another indication that the instructor was deviating from the planned PSI
program was' noted when the researchers presented a "motivational lecture" in
the form of a'filinilsee, Chapter 3) followed by a group discussion. This

-session, held neai-the.end of the quarter, presented an opportunity
for one of the researchers to be aldne-with the students. Some of the student
comments related to their now having to do most_of their PSI work at -home"
since much of ctthe class time now was taken up by diher-aivities. Another

;.4,student comment was, "The work is hard, but we. can do it if-they will. just
leave -us alone." The close relationships between students also Were-noted.
When one student had to leave early, she hugged three of .the other women

----.----Lbefdreleaving, Yet, according to the teacher, these women did not want to-----
help each other but-preferred to work with the teacher.

In spite of the above-noted distractions, results of the program at the
end of the quarter were considered by the researchers to be excellent. The

--time between quarters also provided some additional time to talk with the
teacher = about. conditions noted in the classroom and to emphasize that the
teacher should not do-anything (e.g., tutoring, administering mastery demon-
stration instruments) if there, was a student available to do it. His response
was that- he would be firmer with the students and refuse to help them if help
was available elsewhere. He added, however, that he was ,sure the students
would. be unhappy with such an approach.'

The-researcher's general impression of the teacher's motivation was as
follows. When he first started with the class, he had little idea of how to
teach an ABE class: He,-therefore, was delighted that his role already was,
reasonably clearly defined. Since he had no particular alternati7e plans, he
followed the plan that .had--been laid out lor him. However, as he gained
confidence'in his position and as he made contact with other teachers, he
recognized that his was not the_typical approach to teaching adults. He
seemed to assume that the "typical" way,must be the "right" way. He seemed
never to fully grasp that the PSI. approach was more than a "set of instruc-

"tiOnal materials." .He appeared to conclude that, as long as he used the
researcher's materials, he was fulfilling any obligation he had, to the
researchers. So, since his perception-of the "right" way to teach was for the
teacher to teach and for students to listen and ,absorb his,knowledge, he moved

=more and more in that direction.
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Enrollment in Site A for the second quarter (October 2 through December 18)
was 18. One-half of these were. students continuing from,the first quarter.
Ohly two of the nine new students' reading levels were found to be. sufficiently
high to permit :entry into the PSI program. tThree students were not tested
because of quick drop-out or limited attendance. Two additional students were
not tested",. but the reason forthis is not known.)

As the second Tiarteriprogres'sed,-the class more and more became a conven-
tional classroom with bored'sludents sitting in neat rows while the teacher
performed. On November 24, the teacher gave up all pretense of Conductihg a
PSI class.by stating that he was discontinuing the use of the PSI materials
except for providing them asPrequired-for students to use outside of class.
The teacher also documented this in a letter to the coordinator'of the ABE
program. He gaVe twd,basicreasons for the diange. First, he stated that the
PSI materials were toO.difficult for the students, and thit,the materials could
be mastered only after "regular classroom instruction,.by way of blackboard
use,-and visual aids." The second, omewhat contradictoryoreason was that
many of the students had learned so much'that they should be taught the pre-GED
test so that they could- be transferred to the GED program.

the
GED program

apparently is funded.separatelyirom the ABE program with the cooperating
institution receiving more funding; for GED students.) The extent of insti-
tutional pressures to make these ckAnges is hot knowF to the researchers.

.,

Since by this time only six more class' seiions remained in the quarter,
And since'Tlans. already hAd been-made for_ three of 'these sessions (one session
for another motivational film, and: two sessions for posttesting),..no action
was taken by.the researchers other than expressing their.concern, to both the
teacher and the ABE coordinator, regarding the seeming lack of logic in the
reasons for the change and the apparent breaking of a.commitment to the, -
researchers. ,

The final "motivational lecture" near the end of the second quarter
providtd;someadditional insight into4the classroom dynamics. Firm plans had
been made with the teacher during a Tuesday class for the motivational film to
be shown on the following Thursday. However, when the researchers arrived at
the agreed -upon time do the agreed-upon day, the teacher had "forgotten" about
the film and';was busy'testing the.students to determine which ones were now
eligible for the GED pipgram. The researchers, waited until the testing was
completed, and then prepared to show the film. The once open communication
between students appeared ho longer to take place. The students-Appeared to
be tense and to be passively agreeable to any suggestion from the teacher.
The teacher's attitude appeared to be that he considered the film a waste of
time, but that since he wished to score the tests anyway, he would leave and
let us,show,the film.

The sOdents, appeared: to thorpghly enjoy the film, and they actively
participated in the discussion that followed. They exchanged ideas about the
beftowafs to study self - instructional` materials. For example, one student
'told.how frustrated she became in attempting. to work fraction 0obleMs. She
noted that she would put the problem aside'for an hour or so while sheldid
some housework, and-that she-Would then_get back with_the_problem-untiL:she-
solved it. Several students commented that a PSI class would work just as
well without a teacher. While the researchers recognized that the students'
reactions could 12e attributed to any number of fictors, they left the class

6.6
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, . mith'a strong feeling that whathad once heenian active, cooperative, effective
,

.clissioom hed been largely reduced to,one- where students felt thwarted and
, frustrated. by theteacher's.persona*references and ambitions.

Obtaining posttest data for the class proved to be an only partially
successful ordeal. 'The part-time person responsible for test administration
had.resigned at the -end of the first quarter and was not replaced. After two
months of intensive effort (continuing into the.third quarterowhich was not
intended, to be included in.the PSI implementation), Tennessee Self-Concept
Scale scores and ABLE- posttest datawere obtained far seven students. These.
data are discussed in,Chapter 7.

..,

,B. Pro ram I lementat n in PSI Site B.

Site B was a class held n a housing-project recreation room front 6:00 p.m.
to 8:00 p.m; twice weekly. .Th cilia's was chosen for PSI implementation as a
replacement for the originally- lanned prison site. Thk teacher,,a -black
leMale, had a teaching certifica e and worked full-time in the Headstart
program as_ a teacher. Het primary area of training and interest was in teaching
gradeSK-,31 She also had had several years! experience as a part-time ABE
teacher.

The room in which the glasi Met appeared no longer to be used as a -recre-
ition room. The building, was in a poor state of repair. Most of the ceiling

- had collapsed-is a- result of a-leaky roof, many of the windows were boarded .0

up; the lighting was poor, and there was no heat. The six initially - enrolled
students-Were young black aduI s (in their late teens or early twenties). Two .

- additionalstudents enrolled 'wring the first quartir.-.

The eacher's, introduction to PSI was similar to the Site A teacher's
introdUction; thatis, it consisted of a very brief meeting with the researchers
'immediately prior 'to the first. class. HoWever, since.she was familiar with
the students and reasonably familiar with mastery learning, self-pacing, and
self-instruction, she had no difficulty in understanding the proposed program.
Her general attitude appeared to be.that she hoped the prograM would contribute-
to increased' student motivation but, since nothing else hadWorked with her
students, she was not particularly optimistic.

Pretest scores for the lour students, who were tested indicated performance
in language and mathematics at about theafifth grade level. The Tennessee
Self- Concept Scale scores for three of the students were above the fiftieth
percentile; one score was below tht-fiftieth.percentile. No particular
difficulty was encountered with the ABLE test and Tennessee Scale adminis-

..
tration,

As with the Site A class, the Site B students had.no particular difficulty
with the PSI material's. ,the peer proctor system appeared to function
Well. Wortunately,-however, the students did very little studying. Students

..-typically. Were late- for class and often. left*earlY, The students spent very
little tithe on. tasks, but.inatead talked about social matters, took naps, or
simply sat and did nothing. Two students appeared.to have slept through the
motivational film shown by the researchers. The teacher continued to be
pessiMistic and discouraged. She frequently told the students that she was
_going to -quit the class if they did not show more interest. Her comments to



the-resiarchers-werethat this-was typicalafthe-clasabehavior.for-the-year-
that ,she had been teaching there.

Tour weeks' into the second quarter, the administrative staff at the
cooperating institution-informed the Site B teacher that since all but one of
her students were also attending high school,'they no longer could be enrolled
in_the ABE.program. . The class was abruptly cancelled andthe-teacher given
two weeks to either recruit a new class-or be discharged. The teacher imme-
diately recruited 15 rew students (according to the enrollment/attendance
records) and' continued with the new class. This was the first indication to
the researchers that the-original students were high school students. The
administrative_ itaff-and the teacher apparently 'had been, aware of this for
more than a year. Reasons for-the institution's acting.-on this knowledge at
such a late date are not precisely knoWn,. although there-4ere-some indicati;ans
that the teacher-might have been. in° disfavor with -the, administrative staff for
other unrelated Oeasons. Also, why the researchers were not informed of -this
action by'the administrative staff is ndt_fully kno4n. (The researchers were
told of the action, after the' fact, by thiteacher. ,The frequent reSearcher-

, initiated visits and telephone contacts with the administrative staff should
. have provided the staff with ample opportunity to-discuss thievroblem.)

Pretest data were obtained for six of the newly enrdlled students. These
data are included in the'ilercentages in Table 5.1. Two weeks before the
expected end:of the second' quarter, the teacher was told by the administration
to disContinde classes- immediately since she'already had "used all of her
contact hOurs." No posttest data were collected due to this early termination
of the class. Also, due t6 unusually poor attendance on the part of the new
:students, practically ho work was done on the PSI lessons.

C. Program Implementation is PSI Site C

The PSI Site class met from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. twice each week in
a housing project laundry room. The facility was considerably superior to
that of Site B, but still far from optimum, particularly on cold days. The
teacher; a ,black female, -had earned a master's degree in sociology and worked
full time as a social worker. She also had taught ABE part time, for several
years. She was the only PSI teacher who spent some time with the researchers
prior to the beginning of classes. She also was able to review and provide
limited comments on some of the instructional materials.

The initial enrollment was four middle-aged black females. Three addi-
tional black females enrolled during the first month-. Of the four pretested
students, three'4ere reading at above the fourth grade level; one was reading
at below the third grade level. The self-concept scale scores showed one of
the three tested students to have a relatively high self-concept and two to
have quite. low-self-concepts.

As with the students in Site A, the Site C students made reasonable
Progress with the instrieg-f4^^-1 materials and encountered basically the same
typei of difficulties noted above forlthe Site A students. The students
seemed initially to be quite docile. The teacher referred to them as her
"babies" and treated them aCcordingly. However, the peer proctor system.
worked exceptionally well, particularly considering the small size of the
Class . The students established firm friendships with other class members and
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Irequently studied together in each other's homes between cXasses, They Also.
frequently telephoned each other for assistance. The idea that students were
considered to be'capable of helping other students was particularly well
received.,

The one student who was not in the PSI,program received-extensive assis-
tance from several of the other students. This student's goal was to be able
to follow the words in the Biblewhenrie-was read in her church. By the end
of the first quarter, she was able to identify a number of words;" by the end
of the second quarter, she was able to read simple sentences. One PSI student,
in particular, considered helping this person to be her primary reason for
being in the class. However, test scores' indicated that she was, herself, one
Of the students who showed about a one grade level gain in language and mathe-
matics.

The teacher resigned at the end of the first quarter and was replaced by
a young black male attorney. He had had no pievious ABE teaching experience
but indicated his belief in the value of such programs. He proved to be a
competent and dedicated teacher. The students seemed to prosper-in the absence
of the former mothering environment. They became visibly, more assertive and
several of them began a strong but friendly competition to see who could make
the most progress. One student who had been quite docile during the first
qudrter was Observed telling the teacher, "That's not the way you teach that
to her (another of the students). She won't understand that. You have to
explain it like this." The student- then explained to the teacher how.he
needed to approach the,subject under consideration so as to-be understood by
the student: One negative aspect of this assertiveness and competitiveness
was- that students began to attempt to demonstrat$ mastery without first,
thoroughly studying the related unit. Records for the second quarter showed
14 instances of students attempting to demonstrate '"mastery from 2 to 5 tiMes
-before succeeding.

The new teacher indicated a need for supplementary drill and practice
materials in arithmetic. He indicated-that he had not been able to set assis-
tance from the cooperating institution in providing either these or any other
materials. The researchers obtained the types of materials which he indicated
were needed. His were the only specific comments received regarding probable
deficiencies-in -the PSI materials.

D. ' Description of the Two Comparison Classes

-1. Description of Site

Site D was an on-campus night class of nine students (ten students
for the second quarter). The students were black, ages 18 to 76 and, unlike
the other classes, about 75 percent were males.',Studenis functioned at from
below the third grade level to the eighth, grade level. The teacher was a,
black female who had had four years' experiehce as a high school teacher.. She
worked full time as a teacher in a federal prison while teaching part'time at
Site'D.

The instructional approach could be described as traditional, with the '

- teacher attempting to address the needs of the average student and hoping the
above-averige and below-Average students also would profit. Much of the class, .

r6
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time was spent in teacher-eirganations and, blackboard work. To the- extent
pzactical, individual wOfk was provided to students and limited time spent

each student to assist him/her,with particular problems or concerns.

2. Description of Site E

Site E'tias a housing project class with an enrollMent during the
first quarter of four students.. Only two of these students attended class
more than six times. Classes met from 12:30 p.m. to 2:39 p.m. twice weekly.
The.teacher. for the first quarter was the same teacher responsible for Site C
discussed above.. In Site E, she used a conventional claisroom approach'except,,,
because of the very lipited enrollment, she was able to provide more individual
attention.

.

' -At. the- beginning of the second quarter, another community class with
equally low enrollment was combined with Site E. The new class had an enrollment
of eight. The new teacher, a black female, had an undergraduate degree in
political science. This Wass:her first teaching experience... She used the same
conventional teaching approach as noted foi the first quarter.

,
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--Chapter 7

Program Results

.. This chapter dtacusses.the PSI program - results -as reflected by data such
as number of instructional units comOleted,,spretest and posttest scores on the
ABrE-anden theTennessee Self-Concep&Icale, and student attendance.

A. Student_Prqgress-on Initructional , Materials

4.
The number. of PSI units completed by students at each site is shown,in

Table 7.1, Twenty=five of the students mastered a total of 48 language units
ind,69 mathematics units. Since the listsoi unit titles presented in Chapter 3

reasonable indiCation of the content 6f the unitg, it tan -be noted that
five of the students completed all or most of the language units.on word
meaning analysis skills, and six-students completed the mathematics unit'on .

computation skills. live students also completed at least -oneiathematics:
'unit on fractions, 0 6

As was discussed, in Chapter 3, 'since all atUdents began with the first
language or mathematics unit regardless of their entry skills, one could ,

reasonably ask to -what extent the students mastery of units could be attributed
to their studying the'unitratherthan to their entry 'skills. an attempt
to address: such queitions, the researcheri provided the clissioom managers
with data record-forMs (see'Appendix-K)-for recording various student inputs..
One of -the items on the- record form asked the students to indicate, after
attempting the mastery demonstration. for a: unit, Whether or not they, could
have MistefecUthe'unit if they had` not studied- the unit. In 21 cases (for 15
mathematics units `and 6 language;units), the student indicated that he/she
could'have demonstrated Mastery without studying the unit. However, in. six of .

these cases, the student failed to, demonstrate mastery and-had tiro restudy the
,unit before passing. Based upon this evidence, a reasonable conclhsion wbul'd
appear to be that-Well over 100 units (48 4- 69 - 6 = 11) were-mastered as
resultef studying-the PSI instructional materials. Also, in all but one of -*
the 21 easel noted above-, the student noted that the unit had' beeh,"MerY
helpful." This tends to substantiate.the original idea that the early units.
would provide needed practice even to students who already could master the0-materials.

With about ten percent of the mastered units, students indicated that
they had received help from a proctor in studying tie unit., With about six
percent of the mastered unite, students indicated that they had received help
from persons outside of the Clasi. These percentages do not reflect the full
extent of the proctoring activities, ,however, since much of this effort was
directed toward assisting students who were not yet studying the PSI materials.

Students tended to provide information on the data record form ii the
information could- be provided- by checking the appropriate block. Write=in
information, onthe other hand, was so sparse as to be, of no value in under-
standing the classroom dynamics.



Table 7.1 7

NUMBER OF PSI UNITS COMPLETED BY STUDENTS

First 'Quarter
.

Second Quarter
.

Total

.

.

Language Arithmetic Language Arithmetic
I

Language Arithmetic

Site g

-
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.

.
6 -

1 t

1

4

6

3
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i
--
--
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1

1

--
--
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.
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.

6

4
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:,...

6:

5

3
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1

--
1

1
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.
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1

'1

2'
.

1
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3

4
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.
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.

.

,

3
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4

4.
3

--
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-t

--
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2"

--2
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--
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I
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1

5

1
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-
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--
2 .

, ...

1

2

3
.

1.

--
--

--
1

2

2"
--
--
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1

1

1

2

23

.

.

0

,

9.

1

5

4

9

3

°1

--

--
1

3

--
--.

--
--

2

1

6

.3

48

.

'

.

.
9

t, 4

6

6

6

5_
3

1

-I

1

1

--
.

--
1

4

2

2

1

1

2
. .....

1

4
S.

1

1

4

6

69

.

'''

,

.

,

.

Student 1

Student 2

Student 3-

Studeht -4

Student 5

Student 6
.

_ ''Studeit`7
. ,

Student 8 '.-

Student 9

Student 10
I

Student 11

Student 12.

Site .B

Student 13

' -Student r4
Student 15.

Student 16'

Student 17

Student 18

Student 19

Student 20

Site. C . -
1 ..

.... S

- --

1

2.,
.28

4

-,

.

Student 21

Student 22

Student 23 '.

Student 24

Student 25

TOTAL'
.- .

7.24G



B. 'Student Scores on the ABLE Tests

.

The ABLE tests in reading comprehension,.acithmetic computation, and
arithmetic problem solving weresadministered to 36 students near the beginning
of their enrollment. The alternate form of the same tests was administered to
21' students near the end of the PSI implementation period. However, because
of dropouts and poor attendance, only 15 students were bothpretested and
posttested (10 PSI students and 5 students from the comparison groups). Test
data for these 15 Students are presented-in Table 7.1, All test scores are
presented in grade lquiValencies obtained .by using -the. ABLE Handbook conversion
tables to convert-the raw scores to grade scores. No attempt at comparisons
of intact classroom measures was attempted since much of the pretest data was
ob ined from students who enrolled during the lest half of the implementation
p r iod,

. .

.

While considerable caution should be used in interpreting the d ta presented
in Table 7.2, they present some evidence that PSI .may have potential as an
effective approach to ABE. While no particular gains are indicated for the
comparison students, the PSI students show average gainsof almost one grade
level in reading comprehension ,and'a more than one grade level gain in both
arithmetic computation and arithmetic problem solving. Several limitations of
these data, other than. such obvious limitations as the small sample size and.
sence of random assignment of students, should be noted. First, the test
data are for students who were the "Survivors"; that is, they, were present at
the,beginning of the PSI implementation period and still present at the end.
Gains for students who enrolled late or withdrew early likely were not as great.
Also, as can. be noted in both Wile 7.2 and Table 5.1, the general academic
entry level of the comparison group student$ was lower than that of the PSI
students; therefore.,--the two- groups of students cannot be said to represent
the -same population of students. In spite. of these and other shortcomings of
tfie data, however, the indicated gains for approximately One -third of the PSI
students following a maximum of 88 contact hours is an indicatiOn that some0
learning did take place. T

C. Student Scores on'the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale

The Tennessee Self-Concept Scale was administered to 23 students (15 PSI
students and 8, comparison group students) at the beginning of the implementa-
tion,period and to 21 students (12 PSI students and 9 comparison group students)
at the end of the period. As.expected, the students' self-concepts were low
with the average score being at about the 30th percentile. The scores of-the
PSI students and control group students'were basically identical., Both pre-
and post-treatment data were obtained for seven PSI students and five comparison
group students. These data are presented in Table 7.3. While a slight increase
in.self*-concept is indicated for the PSI students, and a slight decrease is
indicated for the comparison group students, these data should not be interpreted
as clear evidence that the PSI program contributes to increased self-concept.
The sample sizes are so small and self-concept scales are so subject to temporal,
incidental factors that as simple a factor as a speeding ticket received. on
the way to class by a single student could have contributed to the small, -

differences shown. .The'data can, howe;rei, be interpreted as one indication
that PSI did net contribute to any major lowering of the students'` self-con-apts.

7.3
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Table 7.2 a

PRETEST AND' POSTTEST DATA FOR 'PSI AND COMPARISON GROUP STUDENTS,
'IN'GRADE EQUIVALENCIES

,.

.
,

.

Pretest Scores - 'Posttest Scores
.

.

Reading
Comprehension

-,,

Arithmetic
Computation

Arithmetic
Problem
Solving

Reading
Comprehension

,

Arithmetic
Computation

Arithmetic
Problem
Solving

SiteAb
, .

,

9.0

Less than 3.0

L 9.0

7.8
. .

.

7,2

., 6.6

8.4

.

, 8.0

4.3

Less than 3.Q

64 .

Less thin 3.0

Less than 3.0

6.8
-

Less than 3.0

'Less than '3.0

'Less than 3.0

3:0

Less than 310

Less than 3.0

,

Higher than 9.0

. 5.0

Higher than 9.0

8.4
,

Higher than 9.0

6.6

8.4

8.7

4.4

3.9

.

6.4

3.7

C8
Higher than 9.0

6.0

6.7

7.6

6.0

6.6 -,

. 3.7

3.6

Less than 3.0 ,

5.8

8.2

Less than 3.0

Less than 3;0.

Higher than 94

5.0

3.6-

Less than 3.0

Student to 4.9

Less than:3,.0
,

4:9-

5.5

4.4'

5.5

4.9

,

° 4.6

- 5.8

Less than 3.0

Student 2

ptudent 3

Student t

Student 5

Student 6

Student 7

Site C
b

.

Student 8

Student 9,

Student 10

Site D.,
c

.

,
- .

4.5

'.Less than 3.0

Less than 3.0

Less than 3.0

,

6.6 _

,

3.2

Less than 3.0

Lesi than 3.0

Less than 3.0
.

,

5.2

.

tess than 3.0

Less than 3.G

Less than 3.0

Less than 3.0

3.9.

,

5.6

Less than 30

Less than 3.0

Less than 3.0

5..6

.

3:2

Less' than 3.0

, Less than 3.0

3.4

al

5.6

Less than 3.0

Less than".3.0

Less than 3.0

,Less than 3.0

.

.

4.2

Student 11

Student 12

Student 13

Student 14'

Site,E
c

Student 15

a

the same individual as Student. 1 in the other tables in this chapter.

The student-number;.used in this table are for convenience' only. Student 1 in this table is not necessarily

b
PSI sites,.

c
Comparison sites.
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Table 7.3

SCORES ON THE TENNESSEE SELF-CONCEPT SCALE, IN PERCENTILES

. Pretreatment/
Scores

.

Posttreatment
A

Scores

.

Site: A .

_

..

,

.

.

,

72

51

9

4

.

21

. 3

67

.

.
.

. 77-

. 63

22

14,

.

18

5

,
. 35

.

-,Student 1
a .

.

Student 2 .

,Student 3

Student:4'

Eite:.0
.

.

Student 5
.

Student 6

.Student 7
,

Average for PSI Students . 32 . 33

,

Sitd' D
c .

.

48
.

49

68,

1

, 30

%

50

64

'14'

.

4

8

.

-.

Student 8 -
.

. Student 9

Student 10

Site Ec
4

Student 11

Student 12

Average for Comparisons
Group Studunts 39 °

.

. 28

a
The student numbers used-in this table are for convenience only.

Student 1 in this table is not necessarily the same individual as
Student 1 in the other. tables in this chapter.
b

PSI sites.

Comparison sites.



. Student Enrollment. and Attendance
. , .

This-section discusses student enrollment and attendance in the three PSI
classes- and the two comparison classes. Student enrollmedt is presented in
Table 7.4. As is shown there, enrollment generally was higher and for longer
periods. of time during the second quarter. The one major exception was primarily
due to, several unusual factors noted in.-Chapter 6; that is, the, large number
of Site a second quarter students enrolled for less than 11 days was largely a
result-of most of the beginning students being dismissed after eight classes
and new students being recruited near the end of the quarter.

Student attendance is presented in Table 7.5. The average student atten-
dance for the combined PSI classes for both_quarters was 71 percent as compared
to an average student attendance for the combined .comparisoa groups for both
quarters-of 69 percent. While this difference is relatively insignificant,
making adjustments for one known fact6r would significantly widen the differ-
ences. Attendance by the Site B students who,were recruited in the middle of

. the second quarter was exceptionally poor. For all practical purposes, the
PSI program at Site B ended-at the eighth class session of the second quarter.
After that, no PSI materials were used.- If Site B enrollment and attendance
records.for the remainder of the quarter are omitted from the calculations,
the attendance rate for the PSI.cluies would be 76 percent.

B. Student Dropout Rate .

The student dropout rate was computed for all students enrol/Rd/in the
three PSI classes and tithe two comparison claises during the first month of the
first quarter. Of a total of 24 such students in the PSI classes; 21 percent,

\dropped out before the end of the second quarter.? The dropout rate for the
Seven similarly enrolled comparison class students was 57 percent. (ie reason
for the small number-of students included in the comparison class computation
was \that Site D enrollment was very slow during the first month of"the first
quarter. )Cf all 'students enrolled during the first quarter are included, the
drogout rate for the included 29 'PSI students would be 24 percent, and the
rate for the 13 comparison group students would be 62 percent.

I

7 This 21 percent dropout, rate is based on the assumption that five Site B
students who were forced to- drop out: at the end of the eighth class session of
the second quarter were not dropouts, but would have continued to be enrolled
for the remaining sessions had they been permitted to do so. If these students
are not included in the-cothputation, the dropout rate is 26 percent.

7.6
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Table 7.4

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED,
-BY ENROLLMENT PERIOD CATEGORIES

.

.

. .

--,....

Number of Days -of Enrollment .

,

20-22
.

11=19 Less than 11

First Quarter
..

,

.

.

8

6

3

2

3

.
.

i6

--

5

7

3

.

. 3

1
.

4.

4

--
,

,

2

-
7

.

--

3

: 5

.

6 '

.

:

.

, .

3

'a

--

1

1
.

. .

--

- 14

--

.

r-

,
--

...

. ,

,

.

. .

.

.

,

Site A .

.

Site B
a

.

Site Ca

Site D
b

Site Eb .

.

Second .Quarter
.

, .

.

, Site A
a

Site B
a

Site C
a

Si.t.eA)
b

,
Site E

b

,,

.

. _

. .

-a

b
PSI 'sites.

Comparison sites.
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1

. . .
1

/First quater
, .

Second Quarter Total

Site A
13

Site Bb-

b.
Site t

9

Site Dc

Site.Ec

79%.

64

/
75:.....,

52_

65

- 67

53

.. 94

67'

88'

,.,

.

72

57

88 ..
0

61

.80

Percentagps are computed by dividing the total-student /days of attendance
by the "total situdent days of enrollment.
b - I

, PSI .
c i

c, Comparison' sites:-
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Chapter.8

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter provides a-brief ,summary of the research reported herein, a
list. of the significant findings, and a discussion of the major conclusions
that can be drawn.

A. Summary of the Research Activities
.

The primary of the study reported herein was to answer the
question: "Is, furthet.investigation of the use of PSI for nontraditional,'
adult leathers likely 6 be worthwhile ?" -4k secondary objective was to identify
potentially fruitful areas foe further investigation. To address these objec...
tives,-a PSI/ABE program intended to teach fourthto eighth grade level reading
comprehension and mathematics was developed and iMplemented with three groups
of adult students... The.implemintation period extended-oVer a six-Months'
period'ind included at;total of 88' hours of clastroossactivities.

0

The "students were predominantly black females, The .entryolevel in reading
of about one-third Of:the students was foand toim beloW the fourth grade.
level. This resulted in remediation having to be provided to these students 0°'

before they could begin the PSI lessons. Student enrollment ranged from about
five students in the smallest class to about 15 in the largest class./ 1

The ,program imilementition encountered relatively few student- related
problems but encoOntered a number of teacher-ielated and, institution- related
difficulties. The'socializing-potential of PSI was notedin the close personal
contacts among studentt. The self - pacing feature-of.the program Worked excep-
tionally well, and, after some initial difficulties, the mastery concept'
appeared to We a pOsitive faCtor. The idea.of students helping students was
well received and led to friendly competition and to after-class cooperation
among itudents in studying the PSI instructional materials.

One teacher had a "mothering" attitude that tOpeared to Minimize student
self-assertion. Another teacher managed his class as planned for most of one
quarter-and then increasingly moved away from the-planned implementation
toward a conventional classroom lecture/demonstration approach: This change
appeared to be supported by Institutional factors such as an apparent need to
move students out of the ABE program into a GED program- Institutional factors,
also drastically limited teacher training activities and led to,the disruption
and eventual termination of one class.

B. Summary of Research Results

The PSI ,students completed over 100 units of luituage and mathematics
instruction. ScOres on ABLE tests indicated almost a grade level increase in
reading comprehension, and more than a grade level increase inboth arithmetic
Oemlutation'snd,arithmetic problem solving for thoSe students' who were available
for both pretesting and posttesting. In contrast, students from r-mparison
classes showed practically no changes in pretest to posttest scores.
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Scores on the Tenhessee Self-Concept Scale indicated that many of the ABE
studehts had very low self-concepts. The average pre-treatment and post-
treatment score was at about the thirtieth percentile. But little difference
was noted between the PSI students and the comparison group students.

Average student attendance was quite high at about 70 percent. But
little difference was noted between the PSI classes and the comparison classes.

The dropout rate for the PSI classes was about 25 percent; the dropout
rate for the"comparison classes was about 60 percent.

C. Conclusions

This section discusses some conclusiohs based upon the synthesis of
research findings on PSI and on adult learning proVided in Volume I, and upon
the developmental and implementation activities summarized above. The emphasis
here is upon .conclusions directly related, to the questions addressed by the
research; that is-, upon-answering the questions: (1) Is further investigation
of the use of PSI for nontraditional adult learners likely to be worthwhile?
and (2). What-are some paentiallY frUitkul areas for further investigation?

The synthesis of previous research findings provided considerable evidence
that PSI might be .a particularly effective approach to teaching nontraditional
adult learners. For example, the mastery requirement.and self-pacing feature
of PSI -appear particularly-suitable,for nontraditional adult students, who may
be 'lacking in self-confidence and thus need an opportunity to succeed, and who
need tciwork at their own pace betause, of varying levels of achievement,,
capability, and'competing demands on their time., The use of peer-proctors in
PSI appears to be an excellent approach to providing the social, interactive
element typically Soughtrby-nontraditionai adult students.

4 Thee implementation activities and results summarized above also indicate
that PSI may have the potential for effective teaching of nontraditional adult
learners. :In the implemented program, the students did learn. They were.
enthusiastic. about the program, and they readily adapted to the idea of students
helping students.

The answer to the research question regarding whether or not further
investigation of the use of PSI for nontraditional adult learners is likely to
be worthwhile is an emphatic yes."* PSI appears to hold considerable promise
for combining some of the best features of recent technological developments
with sound educational principles and practices into a program for addressing
needs such as those of adults who lack the.basic,skills for functioning in a
.modern technological society.' .e,

The current research activities not only indicate a potential role for
PSI in teaching` nontraditional adult learners', 'but also indicate a need for
further research to define that 'role. Following is a list of potentially
fruitful areas for;snch research. This list is. based upon the researchers'
interpretation of the findings of the current research and suggestions from
various'reviewers8 of this report. The questions are considered by the
researchers to represent,,as a minimum, examples of the types of issues that

,

,See Preface and Acknowledgements.
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should be addressed to ensure that the potential of PSI for teaching nontra-
ditional adult learners is realized. While each question is reasonably inde-

4 pendentof the others, some overlap exists.

(1) Questions Related to PSI Materials

0
What PSI instructional materials are needed for specific potential
implementations (e.g., for ABE students)? What should be the
objectives to be met by the instruction (e.g., to what extent
should the emphasis in an ABE program be on teaching "life
skills" as opposed to teaching the traditional 3Rs?) How does a
"gopd" teacher teach? Can significant teacher .activities that
result in superior learning be "packaged" for use in'PSI?

O
What PSI instructional materials are available'for meeting what
objectives? Tolihat extenthave these materials been validSted?
-Under what conditions were they validated/

How can the 'gap (if one is found to exist) between instructional
material needs and material availability most effectively and
efficientlytbe nirrowee-

O TO what extent should reliance bep1nCed upon self-instructional
materials as the primary source of instruction as opposed, for
example, to reliance on peer proctors??

0 What is, the role in PSI of packaged instruction other than
piinted materials (e.g;, audio tapes for, teaching reading)?_

O
What choices as to instructional content can best be left to
the individual student?

,.
O What is the role in PSI of diagnosis and deScription? What

instruments and procedures work best?

O What would be the results -in PSI of...Minimizing instruction as a
distinctive element, and maximizing testing (i.e., using exten-
sive testing as the primary method of teaching)? (Note: ,

Several research activities reported in Volume II, Chapter 2
indicated that students who routinely took mastery tests before
thoroughly studying the materials generally ended up mastering
the materials anyway. This raises a question as to what extent
traditional instructional materials are essential to learning.)

O What is the nature of the cognitive skills9 employed by students
in the acquisition of new knowledge, problem solving,'and
reasoning? What instructional materials and strategies can aid
students in improving their cognitive skills?

9
Cognitive skills are defined here as a set of heuristics or methods that

a person employes to regulate internal processes associated with problem
solving, learning, memory, and/ox reasoning (cf. Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin,

, 1956;.Gagne. 1975; Newell and Simon, 1972). .

8.3k
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(2) uestions Related to the Mastery Requirement of PSI

_0 What are the effects of various rewards for mastery. (e.g.,
certificate of completion, field trip) on student perfo'rmance?

O What are the effects of various mastery requirementi 100
percent requirement, 80 percent requirement, student-determined
requirement) on student performance? How do these effects vary
with the nature of the instructional objectives? .t

O How Scan students best be introduced to PSL so that frequent
testing and the.mastery requirement result in positive learning,
experiences?

(3) Questions Related to Self-Pacing

O Tb what extent is student pacing based upon student ability as
opposed to student motivation (or procrastination)?

O What is' the effeCt of scheduled study time on time on task?
How does fixed Schedulin* compare to flexible scheduling?

o
, How can students. be motivated to spend more time'on task?

(4) Questions Related to the Use of Peer Proctors
. . 4%,

O What .are the relative advantages and'disadvantages of internal
proctors (i.e., proctors who also are students in the class)
vs. external proctors (1.e:, proctor& who are not students is
the class)?

.

.c

0. What axe the advantages to the proctor,of serving as an internal
-proctda,1What are the advantages and disadvantages of various
reward dYitems? ." 4

O What t raining should be provided to internal proctors? To
external proctors? ,

0 What, evidence can be found of successful proctoring? What
faCtors appear to contribute to proctor-qsuccess"? To what
extent should, the proctor be a "teacher"? -A motivator? A
social contact?

(5) Questions Related to Motivational Lectures

o Do motivational lectures make a difference in student perfor-
mance? Under what conditions?

o What are some effective motivational lecture options (e.g.,
movies, social events, sessions on communications and human
relations)?

8.4



(6) Questions Related to the PSI System

.

O What.ire'optimum
class groupings,

What effects do
characteristics
behaviors?'

. . ..

classroOm characteristics (e-4., class size,
meeting time and location, resources)?

. ,
. .

various studentproctor, teacher, and system
have on short-term and long=term student

O
What is the legitimate' role of, the teacher in PSI? How can
this role be enhanced so as to meet the teacherii personal and
professional neai? t

What .am the positive and negativg outcomes of PSI? How can
these outcomes be measured?

How can the cost effectiveness of PSI be determined? How cost
effective is PSI as compared to other teaching approaches?

1
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APPENDICES

The appendices have been omitted as an economy measure. However, a
copy may be obtained by contacting:-.

0
Dr; Jerome Lord
National Institute for Education

. 1290 19th St., N.W.,:RooM 816K
Washington, D.C. 20208

°. (202).254-5706,
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Appendix A

Tennessee Self-Concept Seale Answer Sheet,
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'STUDENT'S -NAME

Responses: .\

Partly fallse
iT

<Completely 'Moitly and
\

Mostly Completely
false . false partly true true true

1 2-1 3 \ . 4 5

Put a circle, around the response number you have chosen for each statement;

1: 1 2 3 4 5 26. 1 2 3 4 5

2..1 2 3 4 5 27.1 2 3' 4 5

3. 1 2 3 .4 5 28: 1 2 3 4 5

4. 1 -2 3 4 5 29. k 2 3 4 5

5. 1 a 1 3 4 5 30. 1 2 3 4 5

6. 1 2 3 4 5 31. 1 2 3 4 5

7. 1 '2 3 4 5 32. 1 2 3 .4 5

8. 1 2. 3 4 5 33. 1 2 3 4 5

9. 1 2 3 4 5 34. 1 2- 3 4 5

10.1 2 3 4 3 35. 1 2 3 41 -5

°11. 1 2 3 4 5 36. 1 2 3 4 5

12. I 2 3 4 5 37. 1 2 3 4 5

13. 2 3 4 5 38. 1 2 3 -4 5

14. 1 2 3 4 5 39. 1 2 3 4 '5

15..1 2 3 4 5 40. 1 2 3 4 5'

16. 1 2 3 4 5 41. 1 2 3 4 5

17, 1 2 3 4 5

18. 1 2 3 ,4 5 43. 1 2 3 4 5

19.^1 2 3 4 5 44. 1 2 3- 4 5

20. 1 2 3 4 .5 45. 1 2 3 4 5

21. 1 2 3 4 5 46. I 2 3 4 5

22. 1 2 3 4 5 47: 1- 2- 3 4 5

23. 1 2 3 4 5 48. 1 2 3 4 5

24. 1 2 3 4 5 49. 1 2 3 4 5

25. 1 2 3 4 5 50. 1 2 3 4 5

51:1 2 3 4 5 76. 1 2 3 4 5

52. 1 2 3 4 5 ' 77. 1 2 3 4 5

'53. 1 2 3 4 5 78. 1 2 3. 4 5

54. 1: 2\- 3 '4 79'. 1 '2 3 4 5

1 2 \ 3 4 5 80. 1 2 3 4 5
z,

56. 1 2.13 4 5, 81. 1 2 3 4 5

57. 1 2 '3 4 5 82. 1 2 3 4 5

-- 58. 1 2_3 4 5 83. 1 3 4' 5

59. 1 2 3 4 5 84. 1 2 3 4 5

'60. is 2 '3` 4 5 85. 1 2 3 4

61. 1 2 3 4 5' 86. 1 2 3 4

62. 1 '2. 3 4 5 87. 1 2 3

63. 1 2 3 ;4 5 88. 1 2 "3 4

64. 1. 2 3 ,4 5 89. 1: 2 3 4

'65; 1 2 3 4 5 90. 1 2 3 4

66. 1 2 3 4 5 91. I 2 3 4 5

_2_ _3. __92. 1 _2 3 /4 5

68. 1 2 3 4', 5 93. 1 2 3 /4 5

69. 1 2 3 4 5 94. 1 2 3 4 5

70'. 1 2 3 4 95. 1 2 3 4-5

71. 1 2- 3 4 96. 1 2 ,13 4 5

72. 1 2 3 4 5 97. 1 2: 3 4' 5

73. 1 2 3 4 5 98. 1 2 3 4 5

74. 1 2 3 4 5 99.1 2 3 4 5

75. 1 2 3 4 5 100. 1 2 3 4 5

5°
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WHAT IS PSI?



You are about to take part in an important project. The National

Institute of Education (NIE) in Washington has given the money

for this special PSI course to be developed for Adult Basic,

Education students to use. You will be the first people to

use this PSI program. Iflou find the program.to be hel0ful, it

may be used in other ABE classes all over the United States. We

hope you will Choose to. give this PSI prOgr.ura good try.'

Once you have learned everything in the PSI units, you. will have

mastered important skills -which you should then be able 6 put

to use in your real life.



a

INTRODUCTORY UNIT:

WHAT IS' PSI?

.UNIT OBJECTIVE: When you have read this,bookret, you will
. \ . know what a PSI course is and what you need

to doto use, it.

Reaching-this objective will help you to make
full use of the PSI materials to moVb toward
Yourloals.. .

tsVWMOS
Reaching this objective will also help you

to understand what else you can expect
during a PSI course.
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7

Read each \\\
page

;

SELF-TEACHZNG STRATEGY

Answer any
questions you
find by writing.

in this
booklet

Ifyés ...

MoVe to
next page

As k:youesel f

if you have
,MASTERED everything

on the page

67

Complete all
pages of
unit

0

If no ...

Reread and/or
ask questions

as needed

Move to
"Review Strategy"

page

7



PSI stands for PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION. rt is

a learning method based,on five ingredients.

0

411:

-,ASTERY-GOALS-:--You-willstudy each. unit-until
you have MASTERED it.

71PillnITELM:%Alig :1e1(54 .tldltboePlrlicrlIertreeni material you need to master. , °
6

111,

ELF-PACED:.' You will be moving at the speed
you select.

,'...........,1..........'"
. ,

1
:11 ROCTORED BY PEERS: Students in yOurclass

.will give you any help you need,.

1 ROUP ACTIVITIES: You will be invited to
IsRecial group activities, such as movies%

L......................LOLO..11.

0

4
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LESSON. I:

IASTERY GOALS

In PSI, you study one unit of material'until you master it.
This is called MASTERY learning.

You,have probably already done some other kinds of MASTERY
learning.. When you learned to drive a car or to cook
chicken, you kept on going aver it until you had MASTERED
it. That's what mastery learning is./
PSI is also-MASTERY learning. Many people who take
PSI classes are worried when they hear about the-PSI
mastery goals and then are surprised and proud when
..they find-Out that they can reach "those" MASTERY
.loalt after.all.

_ C.



When you have learned 'something at the_MASTERY level,

1) you will haven conquered it, and 2) you will know how

to use it whenever you need it.

6

Which of these is MASTERY. LEARNING? (Check one)

1. You learn just enough about something to get by on
a test.

2. You learn just enough about something to know more
than yourbrother.

3. You learn all 'you need to know about something to
be able to use it whenever you need it.

If you marked 3 above, you are right! If yoU marked

1 or 2 you need to return to page 5 and read again about
MASTERY learning:

How.will- you know when you have reached MASTERY of
a unit in this PSI program? This PSI program has
included three tools- for you to use"to find out
whether yoFiVe MASTERED each-unit.

-on11WMa.

MASTERY DEMONSTRATION TOOLS:
Tool 1. Each lesson in the unit has practice questions

with an answer key.
Tool 2. Each unit has a "Practice Mastery'Demonstration"

for you to give yourself.
.Tool. 3'.. Each unit has a "MASTERY Demonstration" which

will be given to you,4m a proctor.
. b



If you finsiout from any of these three tools that you

have not MASTERED a unit, you will then know that you
need to spend more time studying that unit before you
are finished wilrit.

All of these MASTERY demonstration tools-are for you
to use to make sure that you have learned as much about
each-Topic as you will need to know to be able to put it

to use in real life.

......
in order for PSI to work for you, you will need to follow

the rules in the next 4 boxes.

RULE 1: Study each unit until yOu are sire that you

know it. Have your proctor give you the unit_
"MASTERY DEMONSTRATION" as many times.as you
need to to reach complete MASTERY.

RULE 2: If you have trouble with a unit MASTERY
DEMONSTRATION; wait at least one day to take

it awin And use the extra time for studying
and practicing With that unit.

7



RULE 3: Do not use books or ask for help from proctors,

teachers, or friends while you are taking a

MASTERY demonstration.

RULE 4: Do the units in the correct order, since each
unit will depend on your having MASTERED the
unit that comes before it.

On the next page are some pictures to show how you can

sometimes surprise yourself when you finally are able to

do something that you at first think you can't do.

PSI is often like'that. You may be very surprised to

discover how much you can do if you MASTER just one

piece at a time.
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DEMONSTRATION

(The IMPOSSIBLE becomes POSSIBLE)

What do you see in this picture?

Do you see anything else in this picture?

What do you see in this picture?

-What do you see in this picture?

."!o do you see in this picture both 1) a vase, and

2) two people looking at each other?



e

WITTEN MATERIALS

.,.

You will be using written unit booklets to study for
each MASTERY demonstration.' Some of the booklets
Iteach.reading skills and some teach MATH skills.

11.1.111.11

O

The unit booklets are yours to keep. You may feel
free to write in them, take them home, collect them
for future review, or lend them to a friend.

..

7.1

10



If something in the written'units is. hard to understand,
tell the teacher or write a note to us, the PSI writers.
We want to know what places in these materials need to
be fixed.

You may want-to ask questions or get help on some units,
but, in the end, you will neeci,to demonstrate MASTERY

without anyone's help, so you should work alone as much
as you possibly can.

.4

When you finish a MATH unit you will be given the next

math unit, and when you finish a READING unit you will
I

be given the next reading unit.

,

75
11
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You will decide for yourself how fast you want to move
through this PSI, program. Of course, the more you move
along the more units ycu will receive and the more you
will learn.

This PSI program will work best for you if you spend
about half of your, time on the MATH units and half of
your time on the READING units.

,

12



You will decide when you are ready to go to a proctor
to take the MASTERY DEMONSTRATION. However, you will
need to pick a time during the time sch-duled for your
class to meet.

If you cannot find a proctor,Avhen you are ready,to-take

a MASTERY DEMONSTRATION, Au' may ask the teacher to help
you find one.

77
.13



LESSON 4:

.14

111ROCTORED BY PEERS

O

01.1010.1.60

In this PSI program you will have the chance to be
Proctored by other students in your class (Peers).

You also'have the chance to proctor other students
on units you have already MASTERED,

There will be a PROCTOR Chart posted in the room where

your class meets. Each time a student masters a unit,
his or her name will be written on the chart and he or
she will then be qualified to be a proctor for that

unit.

73
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If you need a proctor to answer a questionlor to give

you the MASTERY DEMONSTRATION for a unit, look at the
Proctor Chart to find out who can be proctor for that
unit.

You may select any proctor (listed on the proctor chart)
who has shown MASTERY of the unit you have just finished.

1

Since your proctor mastered the unit just before you

did, he/she will be able to help you get through it
now.

When you master a unit you may then be asked to proctor
other students on that unit. Proctoring other students
will dive yoU a chance to review and practice what you
have learned until you )(now it even better.

When you are asked to proctor another student, you
will be given a booklet that will tell you how to
do it.

79



LESSON 5: TROUP ACTIVITIES -

You will be invited to come to group activities such
as movies, talks, and discussions.

You will not be asked questions about the group
activities when you take Mastery Demonstrations.

80 160
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-r-r-u-Nr --....,.x.

You are now ready to review this unit, after which

you will demonstrate your mastery of the unit. You
will take the mastery demonstration yourself 'and
then check your own responses.

When you have demonstrated mastery of this unit, you
will be ready to move on to the next unit.

81
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REVIEW STRATEGY

5

. Make sure
you know the
list on page 3

0

Ci

Take the
mastery

demonstration
on Page 20

\---

Do you
understand

the'PSI
program?

Keep this
unit for

future use

82 4
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.MASTERY DEMONSTRATION

What is PSI?

a

0

)



1. What are the five ingredients of PSI,?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

a

2. In this PSI program, you will do your work using (circle one)

a. teacher lectures

b. written booklets
a

c: the library

d. videttapes

3. In this PSI program, your work speed will be selected by

(circle one).

a. your teacher

b. your proctor

.c. you

,d. your- job

4. You will start a new unit only after

a. you go to a group activity

b. you finish reading the unit

c. you fill in all the blanks in-the unit

d. you demonstrate mastery of t ,ie unit

-5. When you do MASTERY learning you study the material until

a. you know it a little bit

b. you know it well and can show that you know it

c. you think that you know it

d. you know more thiih the rest of the class

4 e
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What is- a peer proctor?

a. the teacher

I. one of the students in the class who has already mastered

that unit'

c. any of the students in,the class

d. somebody outside of the class who knows the subject

7. What does "self-paced" mean?

a. you work along with the teacher

b.. you work at the same speed as the rest of the class

c. you work at,the speed you selectcfor yourself

d. you work according to the schedule set by the PSI program

0

O

85

Answers are

on next e
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ANSWERS TO MASTERY DEMONSTRATION _

1. mastery goals
written materials
self-paced
proctored by peers
group activities

2. b

3.

4. d

5. b

6. b

7. c

0
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Appendix C

Sample Language Unit
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LANGUAGE MODULE I

Unit 1

PREFIXES

e
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OBJECTIVE: When you have completed this unit, you will be
able to use prefixes. to analyze the meanings of

°words.

The MASTERY of this objective will make it possible for
you to determine the meanings of words you have never
before seen.

The MASTERY of this objective will help you add new
words to your vocabulary while you read and without
outside help'.

i.

0 4.

Copyright © 1978

0

Steck-Vaughn Company ACistin, Texas
.irriisold Intext

89
0

0

In this unit, you
will master the
following prefixes:

0
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Study boxes
on page 3

SELF-TEACHING STRATEGY

Notice what is
changed between
the left and

the right boxes

90

a

Circle the word
part that has
been added in

the right boxes



Prefixes
Read the sentences. Look closely at the words nd parts of
words in dark type.

This mantis kind. This man is not kind.
He is unkind.

THE DAILY WEEKLY
$54 311111E13

Tax Cut
Passed

NE

IMIIMENIMPTIN

NP
01111111111111,

These letters are clear.

t Ear: VsZtrr.
hi' lirir=1.

Psw4 atcmi
ka"

- A
These letters-are not"clear.
They are unclear.

This box is opened: This box is not opened.
It is unopened.

This man is armed.

91
This man is not armed.
Heiunarmed.

C!,

J

(Go to the
.ne.xt page

3



SELF-TEACHING STRATEGY

Also study
the ideas
enclos'ed in

boxes

Check answers

with answers
on page 7

92

If any
answers are

incorrect, mark
through the incorrect

answer and write in
the correct answer



Prefixes: un-
Look at the words and parts of words in dark type on page 3.

Fill' in the blanks below.

1. Write the word yart that was added to words on page' 3.

2. Unkind means kind.

3. Unclear means clear.

4. Unopened means r opened.

5. Unarmed means .. : ........ armed.

6. When un- is used with a base word, it means

.

Un- 'is a prefix. A prefix is a word part at the beginning

.of a^word. A prefix can change the meaning of the word.

Un- means "the opposite of" or "not."

Write the meaning of each underlined word.

1. It had rained for several days. The farmer could not do any

work. The. farmer's work was left undone

2. Bob was the last to be hired. Now the 'company was not
doing well. Bob's future with the .company was uncertain.

3. Heather always had nice things to say to others. Today she

Yelled at Tasha. This was unlike Heather.

4. Tony almost never spoke in Class. He thought that what he

had to say was unimportant.

5. The Garcias tried to save money, but prices seemed to keep
going up. They have been unable to save anything this

month.

D Fill' in the blanks.

A is a word part. It comes at the of a

word. A prefix can the word meaning,.

In this bgok, prefixes will be shown with a hyphen (-) when
they are written alone. Remember to ,leave the hyphen out
when you join a prefix to a word;

Answer§: are

9,



SELF -TEACHING STRATEGY

For each page:
read the

instructions

Do the exercises

Study the ideas
enclosed in

heck the answers

K:::(

If any answers
are incorrect, mark

through the incorrect
answer, and write in the

correct answer

94

Move to the next page



.Prefixes: in-
°II Read the sentences. Fill in the blanks.

1. The stones were set into the gold mounting. The ring had
several inset stones.

Write the word that means "set in."

2. If you want to be thin, take less food into your body. What is
your daily intake offood ?.

Writelhe word that means "to take in."

1111 Look at the words you wrote in part A.

1. Write the part that is alike in each word.

2. Inset means in.

3. Intake means in.

4. Write the meaning the prefix in- has in these words.

Read the sentences. Fill in the blanks.

1. The party is not formal. It is informal.

Write the word that means "not formal."

2. He is not sincere. He always says that he wants to help.
When you need him, he won't help. His offer is insincere.

Write the word that means "not sincere."

Look at the words you wrote in part C.

1. Write the part that is alike in each word.

2. Informal means formal.

3. Insincere means sincere.

4. Write two meanings of the prefix in-

The prefix in- can change a word to mean not, into, or in.
_

995

_-------

Answers are
on next page

Answers for Page 5

B.

1. un-

2. not

3. not
4. not
5. not
6. not

C.

1. not done
2. not certain
3. not like
4. not important
5. not able

D. prefix; beginning:
change

7



III Read each Sentence. Then write the meaning of the un-
derlined word.

1. 'The man was unkind to others. 12Ie was rust plain mean to

people, People said he was 'inhuman

`2. Hansen worked as an offshore oil driller. But he never did
like the sea. He was glad when his job moved him inland:

3: "Dolores was good at getting to know people. She had insight

about- people's feelings.

4. Rich acted Strangely. One could never tell what he would do
0

next. People thought he was insane

5. The doctor told Alex to get more exercise. Alex was too

inactive. --

6. Julie's toe hurt very. much. She Mad an ingrown toenail.

7. Howard's new boat can go almost one hundred miles per

hour. It has a. powerful inboard motor.

8. The Gamboas were not able to move into their new house
. when they expected. Some of the trim work was incomplete. ,

9. The weather was very cold, and the snow was several feet

deep: Everyone tried to stay indoors.

10, 'Murray failed the written part of the driver's license test. He

had one too many incorrect answers.

11. Mr. Stevens was afraid to go to the doctor for a checkup. He

thought he had an incurable disease.

12. Cindy had a lot of confidence in herself. In fact, she thought
she was incapable of making a mistake.

96
La

Answers are
on net page

. Answer0 for Page

A.

1. inset'
2. intake

B.

1. in-

2. set
3. to take
4. in or into

C.

1. informal
2. insincere

9

D.

1. in-

2. not

3. not

4. not, in or.into



11 fill in the blanks.

A is a word,part at the beginning of -a word. -It-may

change the of the word.

\,

O

£

e

Answers are
on ne-x-tpage

f0

Answers forPage 8

-E. Many times the
meaning of a word
depends partly on the
Sentence in which it
is used. How you
write' the meaning of
a word used in a .
sentence can depend
on,what the sentence
ineans-to-your-y-our--
answers to exercise E
should mean the
same as one of the
SUggested answers

below, even though
you may have used a
different word for your
answer.

1; mean, unkind, cruel
_ .(not human)°

2. away-from the sea,
(into the land)

3. ability to see into-
situations or people

4., crazy (flotsam)
5. lazy (not active)
6. grown in

rit7. ooard (inside the
boat)

8. not done or fiqished
(not complete)

9. -inside (Inlhe house):
10. wrong (not' correct)
11. fatal or deadly (not

curable)
12. not capable



"The wind blew the
candles out`Will you
light them again?

Prefixes: re-

A

Answers for Page 9

..

F. prefix; meaning

_ Read the.sentences. Fill in,theoblanks.

1.. Read what the people in't*pictUre.above said

Write the word that means "tolight again;"

2. Grandpa told the sameStory time and time again. No one
knew how many timesthe,had retold it.

\Write the word-that, means "told again."

3. The store .put in_ an .order. for my coat last month. It 'hasn't
come in yet, so'lWiIl reorder it.

Write the word that means "to order again."
4: Our family-had-our-pictures-taken-last-week; The-pictures did

not come out well. We will retake thefn next wieek.

Write the word that means "to take again." .

B Look at the-words'in.part A.

1. 'Write the part that is alike' in each word.

2. Relight .rneans

3. Retold means

4. Reorder means

5. Retake means

6. Write the meaning the prefix re- has in these.words.

98
Answers are
on next page

Re- is a prefix: It comes at the beginning of a word. It means*
again or back. Re- changes the-word meaning.

4

9

10.



111 Read the sentences. Write the meaning of each underlined
Word.

1. The sisters had not seen each other in years. They had lived
in different countries. They were reunitedllast week.

2." Many of the new cars had a,. bad part. The company had to

recall all of therm

3. You may use the book while you are here. Be sure to

replace it on the shelf before you go.

4. Mr. Prince has gone to lunch now. He will return to work in

one hour.

5:- Did you repay your loan

El Fill in the. blanks.

1. A word part that can change the 'meaning of a word is a

A-Prefix_that,means again, or back, is

Write the meaning.of each-word.

1. rehire

2. refuel

3. refreeze

4. rebuild

5. remarry

6. re-type

7. refill.

8. retrain

9. rerun

10. remake

99. Answers are
on next fiogo_j

Answers for Page 10

A.

1. relight
2. retold

3. reorder
4. retake

'B.
.1. re-

\ 2. to light again
3. told again

4. to order again
5: to take again
6. again



Prefixes: -dis-
111 Read the sentences. Fill in the blanks.

1. The man hurt his back in a car wreck. Since then he -has
been disabled.

Write the word that means "not able."

'2: StoreX put ads. In the newspaper about its cheaper prices.
But when 'customers -Went- to Store X, the priceS weren't
cheaper at all. The ads, fOr Store X were dishonest.

\ Write the word that means "not honest."

3. She never -did care for green vegetableS. Infact, she_disliked
therri.;

.Write the word that means "opposite-of liked:"

111 Look at,,the words you Wrote in part A.

1.. Write, the part that is alike in each word

2. Write the. meaning of the prefix in each word.

disabled

b. dishonest

c. disliked

Dis., mans

Dis- means

Dis-' meant

The ,prefix dis- can change a word to mean not, opposite of,
rev lrse of-.

Bead the Sentences. Write the Meaning of each underlined,
word: a

-There', is- a new machine at work. It. took the place-of five

men. The men were displaced.

2. The man never gdt to work on time. When he got there, he
did not do his job well. He was a disgrace to the entire

. company.

3. The police moved quickly. They- knew that they must disarm

the 'sniper before he hurt someone.

4. Almost everything the boy did brought shame on his family.
His father said that he,would disown him if he couldn't do

better. Answe are
100 on next page.

.Answers for Page 11

C.

'1. united (brought
together) again

2. call: bactc(as for
-repair)

3. ,place back, or put
back

4. come back
5. pay back

1. prefix
2. re

E.

1. hire back, or hire-
agajn

2. to fuel again
3. to ireeze:again
4. to build again
5 to matry_agai
6. -to type again,
7, to fill again
8. to Wain again'
9. to run again, or

something run again
10: to make again,'or

something made
again



a

_Prefixes Aristiers for Page 12

A Below are 'some of the things certain prefixes can mean: A.
Write the meanings beside the correct numbered prefixes. 1. disabled
Yciu-willneed to use some of. the meanings more than once. 2. dishonest .
Some of the prefixes have more than one meaning. 3. disliked

not , into opposite of again together. B.

from away down with back 1. dis-

2. I a: not
-ti. not
c:opposite of

1.. in-

2. un-
Q

dis-

4. re-

B Read each word. Underline the prefix. Write a meaning of
the word. Write a sentence using The word.

1., discover J

. 2. disorder:

3. regra.de.

4. unable
0

5. replant

-6. unhappy

101 .-
Answers are
on next page;

C.

1. put out of work
(opposite of piaced)

2. shame (opbosite of
, grace)

3. to takes weaposn

away (opposite of
arm)

4. to refuse to claim, as

one's own (opposite
of own)



Prefixes: pre-
Read these sentences; Fill in the blanks.

1'. Be. good to your baby before it is born. Give the baby good
prenatal care.

Write the,mord that means "before birth."

2. Some people can tell whit will Ilappen before it happens.
They can predict the future.

Write ,the word that means "tell before."

Lookat the words you wrote in part A.

1. `Write the part that is alike in each word.

2. What is that word part called?".

3. Row ddes. the-prefix pre-.change,the meanings of the words?

.4. Write a meaning .for pre-.*

5. Look at this word: prefix.. Draw a circle around the prefix in
the word. Why do you 'think it is called a prefix?

The prefix pre -- changes a word to mean before, or in.front
of.

MI Read the .sentences. Write the meaning of each underlined
word.

1. Some jobs are .dangerous. Workers should take Pwhatever
precautions are necessary to be safe at work.

0

2. The material in the, front of a book. is sometimes very in-
teresting. Get in the habit of reading the preface of a book.

3. Parents should watch young children closely. They can pro-

vent many injuries to the child -

4. It is easy' to order things'from a catalog. Some orders must

be prepaid, though:
102 Answers are

on next page

Answers for Page 135
I

A.

1. into, not
2. not

3. not, opposite of
4. with, together 0

B. SuggeSted meanings
are given for: words.
You may have used-
diffetent words to tell-

' what the word's mean:
Your sentences will,
probably be different
from everyone else's,
so no sentences are

.shown. The prefix you
should have un-
derlined, in each word:

. is shown.in_dark type.,
1. discover-find: to

learn of forthe first
time,

2. 'disordefr-to disturb;
lack of order ,

3. regrade-to grade
again

4. unable not. able
5. replantto plant

agairi
6. unhappysad; not

happy

ti
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Prefixes: anti-
A Read these sentences. Fill" in the blanks.

1. Tom. wanted to protect his car 'against freezing. He put
antifreeze in the radiator.

Write the word that Means."against freezing:"

2. Sue did not like to be around others. She was opposed' to
Social gatherings.. Sue was antisocial.

Write-the-word-that-means-1Jopposed-to-social.-"---

Answers for Page'14

1. prenatal

2.i predict

pre-
a prefix
It makes them mean
"before."

4. before

B Look at the words yoy wrote in part A.

1. Write the prefix used with each word.

'2.. Antifreeze means freezing.

-sooial:

4. When anti- is used as a prefix, it means

Ira Read these sentences. Write the meaning of each underlined
word.

1 Everyone in the family had the illness. The doctor sent over
some medicine' that was opposed to the life of ,the germs
causing the illness. He told them to take the antibiotic every

. four hours. [anti- +.-biotic (life)]

2. Janet, cut her foot on a broken bottle. Her mother knew that
she must put 'something -on the wound. She must use
something that would be opposed to decay in the cu't. She
put antiseptic on the wound.

.

[anti- + septic (decay)]

D The-prefix anti- can be used on many base words to chahge
their meanings. When the base word ,begins with 'a capital
letter, anti- is separated from the word by a hyphen (-). Write
the meaning of each word below.

1. anti-AmericaA

2. -anti-Christian

3. anti-JV

103
Answers.a-e
on next page

5... Pre- is called a prefix
because it comes
before the word.

C.

1. something done

ahead of time to
prevent harm (caution
before)

2. remari4 in the front
of a book or before
the main part of a
speech

3. to keep from
happening (by doing
something before it °

happens)
4. paid for before

-15.



Prefixes: mis-
121 Read the sentences. Fill inthe blanks.

1. The socks-do not match. One 1V dark blue 'and the other is
black. They are mismatched.

Write the word that means "matched wrongly."

.2. Every time they were left with a. sitter, the children behaved
badly. The last sitter told 'their -parents that the Children
misbehave.

Write-the-ward-thatm-eans "behavebadly:"

IMO
ill Look at the Words you wrote in part A.

1. Write the prefix used with each word.

2. Mismatch means match .

'3. Misbehave meansbeha\ie

- 4. Write two meanings of the prefix - This -.

these sentences. Write the meaning of each underlined
word.*

1., Alex has had brie bad fortune after another. His life has been

full of misfortune.
;.

2. Flavio lost his watch. When he took it off, he put it in The
wrong place. He misplaced it twice last week.

e3. The prices were wforig on the sale items printed in the .

newspaper yesterday. The paper has been having many

misprints lately.

4. Kim had enough money to buy a good used car. But she
used it wrongly on other things she didn't even need. She

misused "her money.

5. The man at the health center gave nitthe wrong information,
about the shots. He misinformed . the other people, too.

104 Answeri are
on next page

Answers for Page 15

A.

1. antifreeze
2.. antisocial

B.

1. anfi-
2. against
3. opposed to
4. against or-opposed to

C.

-1,something-fhat-iills
'germs

2. something that stops
decajf.or inflation

0

D.

1: opposed to Americans
2. opposed to Christians

k 3. opposed to Nazis

a

a

16



Prefixes: semi-

in Reid 'these sentences. Fill in the blank

1. The chairs were' in a half-circle. The teacher asked the
studenfsio sit-1n a semicircle for a discussion.

Write the word that means "half-circle."

2. Irma goes to the clinic for a checkup twice a year. It is now
time for her semiannual checkup.

Write the word that means "each half-year (twice a year)."

3.

3. There was a job opening for a partly skilled laborer. The
company needed alemiskilled worker. 2

Write the worc,that- means "partly skilled."
. F

11 LOok at the words, you wrote in part A.

1.. Write the prefix used with each word.
.

2. Sethicircle means -circle.

3. Semiannual means a year.

4. SeMiskilled ineans skilled.

5.
,
Write three meanings for semi-.

J

'Read these sentences., Write the meaning of each underlined
word.,

1. They were invited to a party that was sbrnewhat formal. The

party was a semiformal event.-

.2. He never did like very sweet foods. He did like semisweet

chocglite candy, though..

3. The newspaper was neither a daily nor a -weekly. It was

printedserniweekly.

4: The sprinter had won the semifinal. Nlow. he was ready for

the final.

O

Answers are
1 65 on next page

'Answers forPage 16

A.

1. mismatched
2. misbehave

B.

1.

2.

3.

4.

C.

1.

-2.
,3.

4.

5.-

mis-

wrongly'
badly

wrongly, badly

bad luck; bad fortune
lost; placed wrongly
a mistake in ptinting
used in a wrong way.

gave Wong ideas or
informatiOn to

0



0
Prefixes: post

111 Read these sentences. Fill in the blanks.

1. After the war, jobs were hard to find. Postwar unemployment
rates were high.

Write the word that means "after the war:"
2. Shortly after his, birth, the baby became ill. He Shad a post-

natal illness.

Write the word that means "after birth."

Look at the words you'wrthe in part A.

1. Write the prefix used with each word.

2. Postwar' ene- ari the war.

3. Postnatal means

4. When post- is used as i prefix, it means

le *Read theie sentences. Write the meaning of each underlined
word.

1. The bank would not cash my check. It was dated for the 'day
after' tomorrow; -Thebankwon't -cashpostdated checkp.

a Since it rained today, the 'meeting was placed after next
week. It was postponed until theAhird Saturdaytof the month.

[post- + pone (to place)]

3. The- doctor examined The body after the man's death. She
,did a postmortem examination.

[post- + mortem (death)]

4. Carolyn went back to school after she graduated, She did

postgraduate work.

5. Paul had problems after his operation. , He chad a

postoperative infection.

Answers are
on next page

f

Answers for Page 17

A.

'1. sernicircle
2. semjmnual
3. semiskilled

Er.

1. semi-
2. half

'5. half; twice; partly
0,

C.

1. partly formal
2. partly sweet
3. twice weekly
4. a race that comes

just before the final *:
one

.a

18



. Prefixes: super-
Read these sentencesFill in-the blanks.

1. Tony seems, to think that he is so far above everybody else.
He thinks that he is superior.

-

Write- the word that means "above others of the same kind."

2, Several people said that they had seen the creature. His size
was above that of any hUman. He also had superhuman
strength.

----Write-the-word-that-, :neansl.Lover-orabove_human "

Look at the words yoti wrote in part A.

1. Write the prefix used with each word.

2. Superior means

3. Superhuman means human.

4. When super- is added to a base word, it means

Or

El Read _these sentences. Write the meaning of each underlined
word.

1. This highway is huge. It has ten lanes.? It is a superhighway. -

2. The animals were uneasy. When the farmer came out to see
about them, he heard a supernatural sound: ,

9

3. The jet could. travel faster than the speed of sound: It was a
supersonic airplane.: ;
(super- + sonic (sound)]

4. The comer/ store was havig a hard time. The customers
were going to the new supermarket. They said that they
could find everything they'needed there.

I 9

5. For, each twenty workers on the job, they hire one person to

supervise..[ super- + vise (to see)] ...
107 Answers- are

on next page

Answers for Page 18

A.
1. postwar
2. postnatal

B.
1. post-
2. after
3. after
4. after

C.

1. dated for a day after
the-present-one--

A

2. put off until lapar
3. taking place after

death
4. after. graduation

5. after an operation

0, 6.

r
.



Prefixes: bi-
Read these sentences. Fill in the blanks.

1. The money for the lease on our house is due every two
months. We pay lease money bimonthly.

Write the word that means "every two months."

2. The flower ilas two colors. Its petals are'bicolored;

Write the word that means "two- colored."

LOok at the words you wrote in part A.,

1. Write the prefix used,with each Word.

2. Bimonthly means every months.

3. Bico/ored means -colored i,s.,

4; When bi- is used as a prefix, it means

,111 Read these sentences. Write the meaning of each underlined
ward.

- .

The family got a gift fol. Mary's fifth birthday. They hid it
outsidd'and-told her to guess what they had. They said, "Yo,u
can ride on it. It only has two-wheel."-Mary shalte-d-,-"It's

*bicycler' [bi- + cycle (whdel)]

2. This plant. takes two years before Itbloome. Then itedies. It is

a bienriial. [bi- .+ ennial(year)] .;-_

3. The United Stales has two main political parties. The
system is bipartisan:

[bi- + partisan '(to,divide)]
4

4. There' is a service station where Interstate 5 crosies- In-
terstate 90. Interstate 5,bisects the other highway there.

[bi- + sect (cut)] .- " '
. .

5. People haie,,two feet. An animal with two feet is called a
. .. ,

"biped.: + ped (foot)] .
1

-

'6. Benjamin Franklin invented eyeglasses that let People focus
their eyes on things both near and far away. Many people

.

today need bifocals.
108 Answers are

on next .page

Answers, for Page 19

A.
1. superior
2. superhuman

B.

1. super-
2. above
3. over or above
4. over, above

C.

1. a large highway.
2. beyond natural
3. faster than the speed

of sound
4. a large food store
5. to oversee; be in

charge



Prefixes: tri-
III Read these sentences. Fill in the blanks.

. 1. The flag of the, United States has three colors. .lt is a tricolor
flag.

Write the word that means "three-colored."

2. The con man told the pensioner to invest, her money with
him; "You'll get it back threefold in a year," he said. "You
can't- lose. You'll triple your money With me"

1
Write the word that means "threefold."

MI Look at the words you wrote in part A.

1. Write the prefix used with 'each word.

2. Tricolor means -colored.

3. Triple means fold.

4. The.prefix tri- means

III Read these sentences. Write the meaning of each Underlined
word.

1..-The stand for the camera has, three feet. It is called a tripod.

2. The man et the Social Security office told Joe to .make three
copies of each form. Each form must be filed in triplicate.

3. He wanted a' bicycle, but fits:Parents said he was too little.
They got him a three-wheeler instead. They got him a tri-

cycle.

4: Betsy drew a figure with three sides and three angles. .She

-drew-a-triangle:

5. Our flight will be on a Boeing 727, a plane with three jet

engines. It is a trijet:-

-6: -Mrs. Marsh has a small stand with three feet that she sets`

hot pans oh. She sets the pans on a trivet.

7. The ,Howards live in a building that has three apartments.

They live ip a triplex.

ro 9 Answers a re.
on next page.

0

Answers for Page 20

A.

1. 'bimonthly
2. bicolored

B.

1.

2.

3.

4.

bi-
two
two
two

C.

10 a two-wheeled cycle
2. a plant that lives for

two years-
3.. made up of two

political parties
4. cuts into two parts
5. wan animal with two

feet
6. eyeglasses for seeing'

both near and far
away (at two.
distances)



Prefixes: non-
III Read _these sentences. Fill in the blinks.

1. The ,woman was running for president of the United States.
She said that her-actions as president would have nothing to
.do with, a political party. Her actions would 'be completely
nonpartisan.

Write the word that means "the absence Of parties."
(

2. The "Other Guys Tire Company is putting out a new tire is
year. They say that it will not skid, even. on wet roads.. The
tire is a nonskid model.

,Write the word that Means "not skid."

Q Look at the words you wrote in,pirt A.

1. Write the= prefix used with each word

2.'5 Nonpartisan means the of-parties.

3. Nonskid -means skid.

4. When non- ie used as a prefix, it ,can mean or

Read these sentences. Write the meaning for each un-
derlined word.

1. The group did not want to make a profit from people. It was

a nonprofit organization.-

2. Whit you said makes no sense at all. That's just nonsense.

3. Lenny asked .for a ticket on the plane that made rio. stops
tetWeen_ New York and Boston. 1-ie took the nonstop flight..

4. Soon, after Jim left town, he stopped sending money for the
children: Marge told a lawyer that Jim gave no support for
the children. She plans to sue Jim for.. nonsupport.

110 Answers are
on next page

0

Answers for Page 21

A.

1.

`2.

B.

1.

2.

3.

4.

tricolor
triple-

tri-
tine
three
three

C.

1. a stand with three
feet

2. made -in three copies
3. a three-wheeled cycle-
4; a figure with-three

sides and-three
.angles

5. a plane with three-jet
engines

6. itstdnd with three
feet used for 11:Ading-

hot dishes
7.\ building with,ttiret.,

apartments



Prefixes: en-
la Read. these sentences. Fill in the blanks.

1. ,The Smiths plan to close in their carport. When they enclose
it, they will have a den.

Write the word that means "close in or within."

2. There was ,a heavy fog at the bottom of the hill. The car
seemed to be wrapped up in fog. It was enveloped in the
heavy mist.

Write the word that means "wrapped up in."

O -LoOk.'at the' words y6u wrote in part Ak,

1. Write the prefix- used with eachiword.-

2. Enclose means'to close or

3. Enveloped means wrapped up

4. The prefiX en- can mean = ;Or

'Read these sentences. Fill in the blanks.

1. The YOUng driver was riot careful. He caused the lives of the
others in hii bar to be in danger. His driving endangered the
lives.of others.

Write the word that means "caused to be in danger."

2. The father's nagging -always made the boy mad. He was .

enraged-at his father's tone -of voice. -

Write the word that means "caused to be in rage."

Look at the words you-wrote in part C.

1. Write the prefix used with each word

ndanger-means___ danger.

3. Enrage means, rage.

4. The prefix en- can mean

ill Answers are
on next page

Answers for Page 22

A.

1. nonpartisan
2. nonskid

B.

1. non-
2. absence
3. not
4. absence; not

C.

1. not intended to make
- a profit

o 2. -words with'no
meaning or sense

3. without a stop
'4. failure to send money



II Read-these sentences. Fill in the blanks.

provided Roberto with the help necessary to fix his
car-Ju /lian eriabled Roberto to fix the ear.

Write qhe word that means '"provided with the ability."_

2. The - -teache'r's _kind _words helped Mark. They provided him
with the Courage- to try to learn. The teacher- eildo-u-raged
-Mark. ,

Write the word that means "provided with courage."

111 Lookat the words you wrote in part E.

1. 'Write the prefix used with each word.

2.;/Enab/e,means

3C1` Encourage- means

ability.

courage.

4. The prefix en- can mean

Read these sentences. Write the- meaning of each underlined
word.

1. Everything you learn will cause your life to be richer: Learn-

ing enriches your life.

2. Mr. Jones wants to make his store larger. He plans to en-

large..it next month.

3. The young man -did many kind things for people. His good

works endeared him to everyone.i,

4. The party was dull. Someone said, "Some good music will
give- life to this party." The music did enliven the party.

5..The teacher said that my name was not on the roll. If forgot

to enroll for the class.

6. The-lawyer kept asking the man questions. He wanted to
rapitle-man-in-his-own-words_The_lawyer wanted to entrap

the man.

Answers for Page 23

A.

1. enclose
2. ',enveloped

B.

1. en-
c.

2. irrAithin
3. in

4. in; within

C.

I 1. endangered
2. enraged

D.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Write three meanings for the prefix en-,
Answers are

11.2 on next page.

en-

cause to be in
cause to be in
cause to be-in

t.

g:



Prefixes Answers for Page 24

Match each prefix with its meaning(s).

1. semi- a. after

post-
1

absence of

3. pre-

4. super- d. half, partly

5. un- e. not

6. anti - f. wrongly, badly

7. bi- g. cause to. be,
Within

8. tri-
h. after

9. non-,

10. en-

11. mis-

E.

1. enabled-.
2. encouraged'

-F.
1. en-
2.
3. provide with
4. provide with

i. against, opposed to

j. three

k. superior to, over, above

Circle. the word which best Cortipietes each sentence.

1. Minnekta and Oakland will play in-the (serhibowl, superbowl)
next Sunday.

2. The teacher was sick, and the principal taught the class in
her (absence, nonsense).

3. Wi will go to the game and attend a (bigame, postgame)
party that night.

4. Cheryl had.a dangerous (nonadventure,.Tisadventure) on. her
way to work.

5. A thermometer. which uses two strips of different metals to
measure temperatu're is a (bimetal, trimetal) therrnometer.

6. Felix is going to buy a fence to (enclose, inclose) 4
his property.

,

7. Henrietta bot the paint cheap because it was (mismixed,"
postmixed).

113
Answers are

C.

G.

1. causes tQ be richer
(makes better)'

2. cause to be larger
(make bigger)

3. caused to, be dear or
well liked

4. give life to (make
more gun)

5. become a member
(1:it'orie's name on a
list)

6. to get into trouble by
tricking

H. in or within; cause to
be in; provide with



You are now ready to review. this unit,. after
which you will demonstrate your mastery 'of
the unit to your proctor.

A .

1. d

h

3. a
4. 'k
5. e

6. i

7. c
8. j

9. b

'10. g

11. f

B.

1. superbowl
2. absence''
3. postgame
4. misadventure
5. 'bimetal
6. adjoins
7: mismixed

When-you-have demonstrated mastery _of this
unit, you will be ready to move on, to the
next unit.



eiewa1-1
pages

of:the unit

REVIEW- STRATEGY

Check
yourself with

list on page

Z

do' the practice . not sure about
If all are mastered, 'if you are

mastery demonstration some, review
(on, the !text page). those again,.

If -all items
are mastered,
a rran ge fo r "

meeting with
proctor.

C

If soli* items
were not

_____mastered,
review them
thoroughly

115 27
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Unit 1
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PREFIXES

,Write sin the meaning of each of_the-following-wof-ds
n-the'bl:ank-aft6r7.--thEWord

1. seml_ircle.

2. rehire

. 3. misuse

4._ superhuman.

5. antifreeze

t

6- tripliCate

7. unkind

8. prepaid
1

9.- postdated

10. nonstop

11. disliked

0 0

12. 'bimonthly

13. endanger

1 . informal

.

a

117
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Answers` are

on next page
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V

If ,a1.1 items

-are mastered,

arrange for
'meeting with

proctor

e t

If some items

were not
mastered,

review them
thoroughly

Report to

proctor to
demonstrate
mastery

118

a.

ti

1. -half_ circle

hire again

3. use in a wrong way

4. over or above Or.
More than) human

5. against freezing

6. made in'three
copies

7-. not kind

8.. paid for *before

dated for a.later.

time

10. without a stop

;11. did not like

(or not liked)

12. every two- Month's

13. cause" to he in

danger

14. not formal

30
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Appendix D

Example of an ,Unacceptable Posttest
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2 Prefixes

Name

Kim wrote a triglug word on the board. 'three- syllable,

We are going to be working with prefixes, word ?parts .added to
the beginnings of words ta,change- theivmeanings. Look at the
example in the box. The meaning ofk the underlined nonsense
word-has been filled in using the information at the bottom-of the
page. Do the rest of the page the same way.

1. Maria feels very antibol this week.

2. Mr. Levy miskiber the address on the letter.

3. "[Yon prejeked the-election-outcome.

4. The bill was marked with a tripir symbol in one.corner:

5. Fred and Jim stopped by for a postbol game of handball.

Prefixes Nonsense Words Meanings

t.

I.

anti-, dis-,
ex-, mis-,
-post-, pre-,
pro-, semi-,
tri-

meb
kiber
pir 4

bol
jeked
dely
glug
tarn
keg

to form
to put
small dot
work
judged
to move
syllable
a game
long walk
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Exam le PSI Master Demonstration Instrument
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PREFIXES

0

Write' in the meaning of each of the 'following words in
the blank after the word.

1. 'supermarket

2. enclose

3. insincere

4. misfortune

5. nonsupport

6.- dishonest,

*' 7. antisocial

8. remarry

9. postwar

10. triplex

s,1

semiskilled

12. bicolored

13. unclear.

14. prevent

123
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o Answer .Sheet for Mastery, instrument
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Answers to Language Mastery Demonstration - Module I Unit 1

A

12 CORRECT RESPONSES DEMONSTRATES MASTERY

125

a

1. a large Market
(or large food
store)

2. close in"

3. not sincere

4. bad fortune
(or bad luck)

5. fail to provide

support-

6. not-honest

7. not"'tocial'(or

opposed to
social),`

-8 to-marry again

9. after the war

10. a building with

thr9e apartments

11. partly skilled

12. two- colored.

13. not' clear

14. to ke0 fromi

happening



Appendix G-

.-Instructions for PSI'Classroom Manager
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Instructions forPSI Classroom Manager

The Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) is an instructional approach

thatplades emphasis on:

A.) Self- instructional materials.

2) 'Mastery of one unit of instruction before moving on to the next

'unit.

3) Student self-pacing.

'4) Use of peer proctors for-assisting students anddetermining.mastery.
4.

5)' Use of'classrdom activities to motivate students.

6) Use of an- expert in the subjects being taught, to provide classroom-
4 v

management,, to assist students with apecial needs, and to provide

feedback acid assistance to those responsible -.for the instructional

materials.

The present program-is a-language-and Math.programhfOr adult students who

are functioning -at. about the-4-8 grade leVel. Students who are functioning

below or above this level will needto be provided' with appropriateinstruction.

by the teacher.-

Thefoliowing materials' will=be Supplied:

1) Instructional materials.

a) Language:`five modules of six units each-,

b) \ Math: five modules,of.five units each..-

0- Student instruction bookleti.

2) Mastery demonstration instruments:

a) One for each of the 30 language units.

V) Two (Form A and Form B) for each-of the 25 math,units.

3) Correct responses for the mastery demonstration units.

4) Tennessee Self-Concept Scale booklet.

5) Tennessee Self-Concept Scale response sheets.

6) ABLE instructor's manual.

7) ABLE response sheeti-
-

8) Proctor instructions.

9) Potential Troctor &rms.

10) Student Record Forms. -' K-

11)' End-of-Module student certificates.

12) Notebook for comments .to researchers.



Following is an outline of the activities that should take place in the

class. The activities are, ,in general, listed in the order in which they

should occur. ,

1) Tell the students that they are participating iu research to find

better ways foradults to learn.. Data, such as. their test scores

and progress through the program will-be used by the researchers;

-however, no student will 1?e identified by name in -.the report on the

research. Individual student's identity will be kept strictly.

confidential. A student does not have to patticipate if he or she

-does-not wish to, but we certainly hope and expect that all will

want to. They have much to gain and nothing to lose.

2) Administerothe Terinessee,Self-Concept Scale _to: all of the students..

Read. the items' to "the-. students. at-t-grodp from the booklet that .is

provided. The researchers will score.these instruments.

3) AdMinister the ABLE test in,Reading and_Arithmetic (Tests-2, 4A and

4B only). Be 'sure to;tellthe-students. not to be discouriged,ii

they have trouble with the test., While .we 'want them to do their

best, the/test is quite advanced and represents the kind of questions

we would expect them to answer only after they. lave been, in class.

for one or more quarters. But we need to test them now so that when

we retest them liter, we will know how much they have leifhed:

4) Score the ABLE tests- If a ttudent-gets 35 or More items correct on

the reading test, he or-she is ready to begin the language portion

of the PSI program. Ifsthey get 30 to 34 correct let's get together

and decide what will'be hest for them. ' If they ,get less than 30

correct, they are not ready for the PSI program and you will need to

teach thei separately.

On the Arithmetic, Part A: Computation Test, if the students

get 7 items correct_(and if they passed the reading test), they are

ready for the math portion of the PSI 'program. If they get at least

one item correct, but not seven, let's get together and decide what

math program will,be hest for them. If they do not get an items

correct, you will need to provide- them with math instruction

separately.

NOTE: The answer sheet for scoring the ABLE is.included as the

last page of this booklet.
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NOTE: Keep the ABLE tests., The researchers will_need_to

review them.

For those students,who are ready for PSI (either language or language

and math), pass out the unitentited What is PSI?

6) When a student completes What is PSI?, give him/her a copy of Module' I,.

Unit 1 of the Language series.

7) When the first student completes Module I, Unit 1, you will have to
7 -----

administer the Mastery Demonstration. Note on the,Student Record
- -

Form for that student.that he or she has taken the mastery demon-

stration. Also-list the date and whether or not they demonstrated

mastery.

8) If theydo not deMonstrateslastery, they will have to restudy_the
,

unit. Do not let them take the mastery deMOnSiration twice in the

same day. Make them wait at least one day.

a) When the first- student does demonstrate mastery, note this on that

student's Student Record Form and enter that student's name in the

appropriate .place on the appropriate Proctor List, This proctor

list should be posted where all studentg have. access-to it. This

student now can (a) assist other students who may belaying trouble

with that unit, 0) administer the mastery demonstration to students

for that dhit, and (6) procede with the next language unit and with

-the-first math unit.-

10) In general, assistance to a PSI student-should be provided by another

student who has completed the unit the student needs help with. You

should provide assistance only when there is no one else to help or

if the proctor says he or she cannot help because they do not know

the answer. (You will then be freed up to focus your attention, on

program management and with special needs. Also thet

students will leirn:by-helping others.)

11) Keep notes for the researchers in-a notebook that they will provide.

Provide information such as: What went wTong today? What went

right? Are there problems with the instructional materials? What

problems? How are the students reacting? Are they spendingmost of

their time on task, or are they just "visiting?"

12) Remember that yoU will keep several -records for the researchers.

They will need: .

1,3-0----t
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a) The ABLE tests.

b) The. Tennessee Self-Concept Scales.

-c)* The copies of the Student's Mastery Demonstrations.

Also, they will need to review occasionally: --

a) Ydur Student. Record Forms.

b) The Proctor lists.
.

-
c) Your note 'book of comments.

-13) Studentaare allowed to take instructional materials home with them;

however, warn them hot to-lose them or accidently leave them at

hole. 'We-have only a limited number of copies andi a very tight

budget. The students are allowed tokeep the instructional materials

once they, finish' with them. They May not keep the mastery demon-

stratioh instruments. The researchers need these. Students may get

help with a_uait outside of class. But they-must do the mastery
s

demonstration in class without assistance.

14) When a student takes a math mastery,demonstratioh,-beaUre to note

on the Student Record Form whether be or she used a Form A or a

Form -B. If they do not demonstrate Mastery using one form, be sure

they use the other form the-neizt

15) When a- student .completes an entire Module, you will present them

with a Certificate of COmpletiOh.
0

16) When a proctor needs to give.a mastery demonstration to. a studeht,

check the ,student's Student Record Form to-make sure it is the

correct instrument. GiVe the proctor the instrument, the answer,

sheet and the Proctor Guide. Make sure youget all of these back as

soon as the-proctor has finished with them. Keep the,answer sheets

in the three-hole binders that are provided.-

17) Try to encourage all the, eligible proctors to serve as proctors.

One or two students should not-have to do all the work.

18) The researchers are J. Lamarr Cox whose telephone number is 541 -6326,

and Carolee Lane whose telephone -number is 541-6460. Telephone us

if you need help. We will keep in close touch anyway, particularly

in the beginning.

19) We will add more to this list as we learn what is working and what

is not working. ut, hopefully, this will get us started.
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Proctor Guide.
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When, you haye been: asked to proctor:

1

2

3

4.

Get the correct MASTERY DEMONSTRATION tool from the teacher.

Give it to the student. Stay nearby while student takes it, in

case there are questions.

O

Feel free to do your own work while your student takes the

MATERY,DEMONSTRATION.

'You may answer questions about how to take'the MASTERY

DEMONSTRATION but don't help your 'student with the answers.

Make sure your student uses only the mastery demonstration booklet

-and blank scratch paper (If needed). No other materials should

sbe used during a mastery demonstration.

134
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O

Score the MASTERY DEMONSTRATION using the answer key. Written

answers do not have-,,to be exactly the same as the answer key

but they must mean the same thing..

If your student is successful in demonstrating mastery, report

that success to the teacher so that it will be recorded.

c

If your student is not able to demonstrate mastery, be.encouraging.

It is important that your student understand that he/she has not

tfailed but only, needs to study the unit to little longer. Offer

to answer questions_or_help if you think it necessary. Some students
o

0

will need some extra help, some will only need to study more.
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12

,Do not let yOur student take a second MASTERY DEMONSTRATION on

.the sire day =as he/she had `trouble with the first one. 'Have the

student wait at least one day before trying again.

,d

-11

If you have-problems or questions, ask the teacher for help.-

O

O

4

Ifyour student finishes a full module (one module = 5 units)

he/she should receive congratulations from you and a certificate

from the teacher.

Check to make sure.your student gets the correct unit to study

next after the, one y6u proctored.
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THANK YOU:FOR YOUR VALUABLE;HELP IN MAKING THIS PSI PROGRAM WORK.; IF

O

YOU HAVE ANYTHING 70 SAY *ABOUT YOUR PROCTORING- EXPERIENCE...

r-N

'FEEL FREE TONRITE IT ON THE BLANK PAGES AT. THE

1.

. BACK` OF THIS BOOKLET.
.4 .

e
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STUDENT RECORD FORM

Student's Name

Student' Activity Results Date

.
.

. .

.

:,-

r ..

.

-...
. ,

,

...; .
.

-
r. . _

,

4

. .

1/4

. . .
. .

.
.

. .
.

,
.

_ .
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Example Proctor List



LANGUAGE PRO, TORS FOR MODULE I

1

Unit 1

Prefixes.

Unit 2

Suffixes

Unit 3

.Synonyms/ --

Antonym

Unit 4

Hoinophones

Unit 5-

Multiple
Meanings

Unit 6

Selected ,

Readings_ __--
,

, .
.

.
.

.
., . .

. . .

. .

,
.

.

,

a
.

.
. . ,

.
.

.1 . - . .
_

-
,

.

.
. .

-

-

. .

,
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Your Name

Did you have any problems with this unit?

Yes C=1

O

No ED

Date

If "Yes," briefly write what the problem's were. (IF YOU NEED
MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON. THE BACK OF THE PAGE.)

.Was the unit too easy?

Yes C=I No

If you hid not studied the unit, do you think you still could have
successfully completed the-MASTERY DEMONSTRATION?

Yes ( No ED

About how many hours (both in class and out of class) did you spend
studying this OTT

Hourt'

Which proctor is giving you the MASTERY DEMONSTRATION'

Proz7,tor's- Name

Did a, proctor help you while you were studying the lesson?

=Yes E] 'No El

If "Yes,".whet were the proctors' names and about how many
minutes did each of them spend helping you?

Proctor's Name Minutes

Proctor's Name Minutes -

ProctOr's Name Minutes

Did. anybody outside of the'class help you.with this.unit?'

Yes [1] No CJ
If j'Yes-,11 about how many minutes.did they spend helping you?

,

Minutes

How helpful do you.think this unit will be to You?

Not helpful at all

Not very helpful

Somewhat helpful

Very helpfui

f=
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NA '14MtERY ,AWARD eettigea that

, .

has nastmed Languajeli Module r o the-
Pqaonatized System of (PSI)` Plpogitam

o ,1

Mae apee.iiicatty, the above - mined has !KA teud, and that) Lo quatikted to
..

0.47e,t,on., the lellowing tangdage 412.itts-,:l 111- the toe o pnetixe4s; (2) the
use of aubciacea; 131 the use oti aytionyiraiizntonyma; (4.) the use o hoinophonea;
and (5) the abi4ty to choose the eoiocect meaning o & that ane apgtedcum.,
and pkonounced the same:

Apptcoved by:

410"4141..
APolets 44941b-


